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PREFACE 

It is our great pleasure to welcome all of you to 2019 International Conference on 

Environment and Ocean Engineering (ICEOE 2019) which was held on June 7-9, 

2019 in Xiamen Ocean Vocational College, Xiamen, China. ICEOE 2019 is dedicated to 

issues related to Environment and Ocean Engineering.  

ICEOE 2019 is organized by Xiamen Ocean Vocational College and Xiamen University 

of Technology, assisted by International Society for Environmental Information 

Sciences (ISEIS), Hong Kong Chemical, Biological & Environmental Engineering Society 

(HKCBEES), Environment and Agriculture Society (EAS), Fujian Smart City Association. 

ICEOE 2019 is highlighted by several professional speakers. Prof. Caterina Valeo from 

University of Victoria, Canada; Prof. Yongping Li from Xiamen University Of Technology, 

China; Prof. Lixiao Zhang form School of Environment, Beijing Normal University, China; 

Prof. Guangwei Huang from Sophia University, Tokyo, Japan; Prof. R. J. (Dick) Haynes 

from The University of Queensland, St Lucia, Queensland, Australia; Prof. Gordon 

Huang from University of Regina, Canada had attended the conference as keynote 

speakers.  

There were five sub-sessions with different topics: Modeling of Environmental Systems, 

Environmental Pollution Control, Environmental Management and Planning, Workshop 

on Environment, Water and Energy, Forum on South-South Sustainable Development.   

It was a golden opportunity for students, researchers and engineers to interact with 

the experts and specialists to get their advice or consultation on technical matters, 

dissemination and marketing strategies. 

This proceeding presents a selection from papers submitted to the conference from 

universities, research institutes and industries. It has five chapters with topic: Coastal 

Engineering, Deep Sea Engineering, Ship Engineering, Utilization of Marine Resources, 

Water Pollution Control. All papers were subjected to peer-review by conference 

committee members and international reviewers. The papers were selected based on 

high quality and relevancy to the conference scope.   

We would also express our sincere gratitude to organizing committee and the 

volunteers who had dedicated their time and efforts in planning, promoting, organizing 

and helping the conference.  
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Abstract. Inertial sensors carried by buoys, such as accelerometers, are widely used in wave 

characteristics measurement. Traditional methods usually employ numerical integration on the 

accelerate data for wave height, where the “drifting” errors are intractable. In this paper we 

propose a novel method to predict wave height and period using machine learning approach, 

specially a convolutional neural network. The end-to-end 1D convolutional neural network 

named WaveNet predicts wave height and period from the raw acceleration data directly. We 

designed a simple device to simulate the motion of the buoy in the wave, and used it to collect 

data for training and testing our model. The results of the proposed method were compared 

with traditional numerical integration method and found that the proposed model outperforms 

existing method in outputting more accurate wave height and period. 

1. Introduction 

Wave characteristics are important in oceanography and coastal engineering research, such as wave 

energy exploitation, sediment movement measurements, port design and soil erosion. Traditionally, 

there are two kinds of method in wave prediction. One is based on the numerical model of wave 

generation and dissipation physical process. The development and research are carried out on the basis 

of wave theory, such as SWAN [1], [2], WAM [3], [4], Wave Watch III [5]. Recently, researchers 

have shown an increased interest in data-driven method for wave prediction, which is based on 

previous empirical models of real-time or quasi-real-time data for meteorological, wave data or online 

buoy[6], [7]. These methods include neural networks[8], [9], [10], [11], time series models, genetic 

algorithms[12], [13], [14], support vector machines[15], Decision tree [16] and model combining 

numerical model with neural network[17], [18], etc. The former kind of method is often used in 

regional prediction [19] while the later one is mainly used for point forecasting. 

Atmospheric modes and wave numerical models need to solve complex physical equations, and the 

computational cost is large. The data-driven model uses the buoy online monitoring data for real-time 

updating. It is based on the analysis and research of different state parameters, which can be used to 

solve the nonlinear function problem of numerical prediction. Recently, with the construction of 

online buoy monitoring networks, researchers have shown an increased interest in data-driven model 

predictions. 

However, in a series of models for wave prediction based on data-driven patterns, most of the research 

data focus on past meteorological and wave data. These wave data used in experimental research is 

usually needed to calculate from the complex numerical model. For example, a wave height prediction 

model based on a data-driven pattern uses wave height values from previous period of time to predict 

the wave height values for the next period of time.  

3
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In the numerical model, the majority of surface deployed wave buoys use three dimensional 

acceleration signals processed using a double integration method to derive wave statistics. Such 

marine instruments are highly accurate but can be prohibitively expensive in terms of the initial 

purchasing, deployment/retrieval costs and servicing. Field measurements of wave parameters are 

typically derived using either pressure sensors, wave radar, acoustic sensors or motion sensing wave 

buoys. Wave buoys derive wave statistics by tracking the surface of the water using accelerometers. 

Recently, deep learning methods have received amazing success in pattern recognition and machine 

learning application domains due to their outstanding capability to learn complex and robust 

representations. Convolutional networks, also known as CNNs, are a specialized kind of network for 

processing data that has a known grid-like topology. Examples include time-series data, which can be 

thought of as 1D grid taking samples at regular time intervals, and image data, which can be thought 

of a 2D grid of pixels. They have been shown to produce state-of-the-art results in image processing, 

computer vision [23] and speech recognition [24]. In recent years, CNNs have been successfully 

applied to NLP and document classification problems[25][26]. The input to CNNs is a feature map 

which corresponds to the pixels in an image or words in a sentence or document, or characters in 

words. This feature map is scanned in CNNs one area at a time by filters, assuming that filters slide, or 

convolve, around the feature map. The way CNNs adjust their filter weights is through back 

propagation, which means that after the forward pass, the network is able to look at the loss function 

and make a backward pass to update the weights. The CNN layer is followed by a pooling layer that 

compresses or generalizes over the CNN representations. It reduces the dimensionality of the CNN 

layer by down sampling the output and taking the maximum value as the feature corresponding to each 

filter. The pooling layer is typically followed by a feed-forward fully connected layer that takes the 

features from the pooling layer and makes new combinations for further learning or final predictions.  

For some sequence processing problems, one-dimensional convolutional neural networks has excellent 

performance and the computational cost is usually much smaller. Recently, one-dimensional 

convolutional neural networks have achieved great success in the fields of audio generation and 

machine translation. In addition to these specific achievements, one-dimensional convolutional neural 

networks can apply to these tasks such as text classification and time series prediction with fast speed. 

One-dimensional convolution can extract local one-dimensional sequence segments from the sequence 

and identify local patterns in the sequence. Since the same input transformation is performed for each 

sequence segment, the patterns learned at a certain position in the sentence can be identified at other 

locations, which makes the one-dimensional convolutional neural network have translation invariance. 

Moreover, the sequence data can be subjected to a one-dimensional pooling operation, extracting a 

sequence segment from the input, and then outputting its maximum value or average value. Like the 

two-dimensional convolutional neural network, this operation is also used to reduce the length of a 

one-dimensional input. 

This paper explore the use of machine learning method to predict wave characteristics from sensor 

data. Since we are not sure whether the accelerometer is accurate in real sea conditions, it is likely that 

the data collected will not be accurate when the equipment is directly applied to the real sea conditions. 

In order to measure and correct the accuracy of sensor equipment, we have designed a specific device 

to simulate the buoy in the wave. We therefore can judge and correct the accuracy of accelerometers 

and can access more accurate and realistic data to carry out a series of research in the real 

experimental environment. Based on these data, we propose an end-to-end convolutional neural 

network named WaveNet to process the obtained sensor data and predict wave height and period. The 

study found that the WaveNet model outperforms numerical integration method in our experiment. 

2. Data acquisition and preprocessing 

2.1. Data acquisition 

4
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Figure 1. The illustration of the device used to generate simulation data of  the accelerator in the buoy. 

“ACC” is the accelerator in the buoy. 

 

According to the stochastic wave spectrum theory[20][21], waves are random because of the random 

changes in wind speed and pressure relative to position and time. Waves have random properties 

which are composed of many waves with different amplitude, frequency and phase, so we can use 

waveform curves to simulate the motion process of the buoy. 

As shown in the Figure 1, the device simulates the movement of a buoy on the sea surface. the wave 

height equals twice of the distance R. After the device rotating, the acceleration sensor in the outputs a 

periodic acceleration signal moving, and a series of discrete vertical acceleration signals are collected 

through a certain sampling frequency to estimate the motion trajectory. By adjusting the distance 

between accelerator and the center of the rod and setting different periodic values, we can get multiple 

sets of data with different height values and period values. We use the data for research in the next 

experiment. 

2.2. Data preprocessing 

Data preprocessing are needed before feeding the data into the convolutional neural network for 

training or testing. Given the raw three-axis accelerator data, we first calculate the projected 

components on the vertical direction to the sea surface in the geographic coordinate system using the 

deflection angles. 

We calculated the displacement by twice integrating the acceleration data. Then we used the cross-

zero point to calculate the wave period and height. By comparing them with the ground truth, we can 

test the accuracy of methods. We also use these acceleration data to train the model and predict wave 

characteristics. 

In the training data processing stage, we sampled the acceleration sequence data to compose training 

data. Each group of training data is 2048 continuous acceleration values, which belongs to one piece 

of an entire acceleration sequence data. After that we can form the final training data combined the 

sampled acceleration series data with the corresponding wave height value and periodic value.  

3. Methodology 

3.1 Numerical integration 

Numerical integration was used to estimate the vertical movement of the buoy[22]. The zero-crossing 

point was used to locate the peak and trough. The average value of wave height and period can then be 

calculated. 

5
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3.2 Proposed Convolutional networks-WaveNet 

 

Figure 2.  WaveNet architecture 

 

As shown in Figure 2, Convolutional neural networks are selected here due to their capability to 

learning hierarchical representations. Especially, the input dimension of the samples is 2048 and 

output are height and period. We implemented WaveNet model using Keras based on Google 

Tensorflow. All experiments are conducted on a computer equipped with a NVIDIA GPU 8G.  

3.3 Training methodology 

After the data processing stage, we obtained the training data suitable for the model. In general, in 

order to evaluate the network while adjusting network parameters, we can divide the data into training 

sets and verification sets, but since the data points are few data points, the verification set is very small. 

Therefore, the verification score may fluctuate greatly depending on the verification set and test set 

selected. That is to say, the way the verification set is divided may result in a large variance in the 

verification score, so that the model cannot be reliably evaluated. Therefore, we can use the K-fold 

cross-validation to evaluate the model. In addition, after we divide the training data into a training set 

and a test set, the test set must not be used. Instead, the test set is used to test the performance of the 

model after adjusting various network parameters. As the neural network performs better on the 

training data, the model maybe overfitting and gets worse results on previously unseen data. Therefore 

an effective overfitting strategy is necessary. Deep learning model does not process the entire data set 

at the same time, but splits the data into small batches. We use these import strategies in our proposed 

model. 

The specific training details of WaveNet model are as follows: 

· Use BatchNorm to speed up the network learning rate 

· Each layer uses the ReLu activation function in addition to the final output layer 

· Optimize network parameters using the MSE loss function 

· We take the ADAM stochastic optimization algorithm as the training algorithm 

· Learning rate can use the default learning rate 

· The batch size of the network training is 128 

· Two-layer fully connected network in the Dense layer uses l2 regularization  

· The value used in the dropout layer is 0.5 

· We use five-fold cross validation to test the accuracy of the algorithm  

· The early stopping strategy is used 

· The number of iterations for the entire network on the training set is 200 

4. Result and discussion 

4.1. Evaluation metrics 

We evaluated the performance of WaveNet using the mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean square 

error (MSE), which have been widely used. The smaller value, better performance.  
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4.2. Result and discussion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown in Table 1, the experimental results show that the performance of WaveNet on the MAE is 

0.1537, and the the MSE is 0.1948. The MAE and MSE indicate the overall difference between the 

ground truth and the WaveNet prediction. It was suggested that the WaveNet model has better 

performance. 

In the experiment, we use the correlation graph to compare he WaveNet prediction and the ground 

truth. As can be seen from Figure 3, the correlation coefficient between the true height and the height 

predicted by WaveNet is 0.97, the correlation coefficient between the true period and the period 

predicted by WaveNet is 0.99. The results show that prediction by WaveNet have a very strong 

correlation with the truth. 

In the experiment, we set the height and period values using the device and collected corresponding 

experimental data. As shown in Figure 4, the velocity and displacement sequences are recovered by 

the numerical integration method using the acceleration. We chose ten groups of different data for 

comparison. Table 2 show several sets of comparison values, including the ground truth, numerical 

integration results and WaveNet predictions. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The correlation between and the truth and the predicted results using WaveNet  

Table 1. Evaluation metric of  WaveNet 

 MAE MSE 

WaveNet 0.1537 0.1948 
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Figure 4. The velocity (2nd row) and the distance (1st row) recovered by numerical 

integration of the acceleration (3rd row). The ground truth wave height and the period is set 
to be 1.5m and 15s respectively on the device. 

Table 2.  Several sets of comparison results, including the 

ground truth, numerical integration results and WaveNet 

predictions. 

Test No. Wave Height 

(H) and Period 

(T) 

Ground Truth Numerical 

Integration 

WaveNet 

01 H(m) 1.5 1.44 1.458 

T(s) 15 14.41 15.27 

02 H(m) 1.2 1.12 1.2 

T(s) 15 13.88 14.55 

03 H(m) 1.0 1.04 0.96 

T(s) 15 10.07 14.68 

04 H(m) 1.2 1.22 1.15 

T(s) 14 14.53 13.88 

05 H(m) 1.1 1.09 1.11 

T(s) 12 14.41 12.01 

06 H(m) 1.5 1.56 1.39 
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T(s) 10 10.19 10.05 

07 H(m) 1.0 1.02 1.15 

T(s) 10 10.12 10.08 

08 H(m) 1.0 0.86 0.93 

T(s) 5 7.52 6.11 

09 H(m) 1.0 1.03 1.05 

T(s) 6 6.23 6.08 

10 H(m) 1.5 1.52 1.48 

T(s) 4 4.00 3.96 

  

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, an end-to-end 1D Convolutional network WaveNet was proposed to predict wave height 

and period from accelerator data of a buoy. We designed a device to simulate the movement of a buoy 

on the sea surface and collected accelerator data with different wave characteristics. Experiments show 

that the WaveNet successfully learns the wave pattern and outperforms traditional numerical 

integration method. Due to practical constraints, we didn’t test with data from real conditions, which 

would be the future work.  
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Abstract. By comparing the changes of beaches and features in the southeastern coast of 

Xiamen Island before and after Typhoon No. 9914, the beach cycle and coast erosion processes 

under the condition of superimposed the spring tide of storm surge were discussed. The study 

showed that during Typhoon No. 9914, the coastal water level rose to 4.04m above the main 

sea level (MSL). The storm surge elevation was 1.43m. The stormy waves with 22m/s onshore 

winds brought overwash onto Huandao Road, up to the main sea level of more than 8.5m, 

depositing about 8-10cm of beach sands on the road. It caused the beach berm to disappear 

completely. The sand prism lying in the high tidal zone was scoured. Part of the sand of the 

prism was washed upward away from the beach, part of which was brought to the low tide 

zone. The bare shoreface without sand prism was scoured directly by waves and currents. 

Although the sandy sediment which was brought to the deeper zone by the storm can come 

back to the shoreface, but the overwash sand could not be returned after the storm, and the 

prime failed to return to its original condition for a long time, eventually leading to beach 

erosion and coast retreat. 

1. Introduction 

The beach cycle is an active and frequent geomorphological process of sedimentation in coastal zones. 

It is also researched around the globe within marine science. The theory was first introduced by D.W. 

Johson (1919), but it was an effort which required further research [1]. F.B. Phlegez, etc. (1972) 

researched the beach changes of the barrier-lagoon coasts in California with sedimentologic and 

hydrodynamic methods [2]. In the last half century, many experts have made great efforts to 

investigate and research the beach process. F.P. Shepard, a pioneer in marine geology, had performed 

long-term observations on Scrips Beach in California and collected many profile sketches in different 

beach cycles [3]. Furthermore, L.D. Immam (1953) and C.A.M. King (1959) further developed this 

theory with experiments [4, 5]. Recently, Morton, etc. (2003) have researched the beach and barrier 

change response to previous hurricanes in Mexico Bay and the Atlantic coast of America and 

proposed three storm morphological types [6]. Zhang, etc. (2005) compared the LIDAR data to 

analyze changes of a 4km-long beach along the Atlantic coast in the middle of Florida [7]. Switzer & 

Jonses (2008) twice studied the overwash sedimentology of different storms on the same coast in 

Australia [8]. Domestic researchers, such as Cai Aizhi (1989, 1995), Xia Yiming (1991) and so on, 

have primarily studied in this research field. They have been working on the researches about beach 

cycle under the action of storm in the Shandong Peninsula and Xiamen Island [9-12]. The response 

characteristics of different coastal geomorphological types to Typhoons were studied at the Cai Feng 
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etc. (2006) [13]. Kai Yin,etc. (2019) ，applying mathematical model to study the change of beach 

profile caused by storm surge, it is considered that high water level is more influential than wave 

impact[14].  

However, their past researches on beach changes did not involved the beach erosion process and its 

essential conditions in the storm surge combined with a spring tide. This extreme condition and its 

process are the decisive factors leading to asymmetric beach circulation and coastal damage. In the 20 

years since 1999, the southeastern sandy coast of Xiamen Island has experienced a frontal attack by 

the super-strong typhoons No.9914 (1999) and No.1614 (Meranti, 2016). Typhoon Meranti landed 

with a maximum wind speed of 52m/s, the strongest and most destructive typhoon in the last 60 years 

[15], but it was near a low tide at the time of landing and did not cause damage to the coast. Typhoon 

No. 9914 landed with a maximum wind speed of 34.2m/s, at the climax of the astronomical tide, 

causing unprecedented damage to the southeastern coast of Xiamen Island. It is clear that the 

hydrological conditions at the time of storm landing are critical to the impact of coastal erosion. 

Although nearly 20 years have passed since Typhoon No. 9914, it is still important to study its coastal 

erosion process and conditions for today's coastal protection.  

2. Study Occasion and Methods 

The severe typhoon attacked Xiamen on Oct 9, 1999. Although we got the prediction before its 

landfall, field observations could not be performed because of extreme weather and hydrodynamic 

conditions. The damaged conditions of original ground objects and constructions were the only useful 

evidence. Consequently, usable ground objects must be chosen before the storm, and how to select 

evidence after the typhoon with these ground objects should also be determined. 

2.1. Severe damage of the seawall 

We had anticipated that some unqualified coastal constructions would be destroyed in this storm. 

Therefore, we paid attention to these weak sites and took photos as evidence before the typhoon. We 

researched the coast immediately after the storm on the morning of October 10th. Unexpectedly, 

almost all of the seawall on the south and east coasts of Xiamen Island were destroyed except for two 

sections, Zhenzhu Bay and Taiyan Bay, altogether 900m long. Even those indestructible granite dams 

were also shattered in this storm. 

The first research object we had chosen in advance was a 600m-long newly-built seawall between 

Baishi emplacement and Zengcuoan (Figure 1). Before construction of this seawall, we realized and 

brought to light two design flaws, the design elevation was not high enough and the foundation 

treatment was not suitable. 

 
Figure 1.  The position of research area and the observation profiles. 
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The seawall was attacked by this severe storm after the project was completed and it collapsed entirely 

(Figure 2, P-1). 

 
Figure 2.  Wave wash over and erosion action under the beach cycles. 

Profiles clearly show that the seawall’s cement framework was still linked together after it collapsed. 

Because at the base of the seawall was loose sand, strong waves dredged the bottom of the seawall at 

low tide during the initial stage. With the water level rising and waves strengthening, dredging and 

erosion at the bottom became worse. Finally, the whole seawall collapsed by the momentum of the 

wave. 

At the beginning of stage 2, the strong waves overtopped the seawall whose height was less than 6m, 

then impacted the cracked coastal soil behind the seawall, inducing 5-7m of coastal retreat (Figure 2, 

P-1). 

2.2. Breakage of the sewage pipe buried in the beach 

The 60cm diameter sewage pipe (Figure 2, P-2) broke as a result of the erosion and dredging of the 

energetic waves. The outlet on the slope break of shoreface was also damaged in the stormy waves. 

The sewage pipe buried in the beach also broke in many places under the impact of the stormy waves. 

The records reflect that the pipe was buried in the beach, but the prismatic sand washed away in stage 

II induced damage to the pipe.  

3. Coastal Environmental Parameters  

3.1. Combination of storm surge and spring tide 

The predicted syzygial spring tide level was 2.1m above the main sea level(MSL) . During the landfall 

of the No.9914 typhoon, the storm surge was about 1.43m. The summated elevation was 4.04m upon 

the MSL. 

3.2. Wind measurements 

The wind speed measured by the Xiamen meteorological station was stronger because it is located on 

the top of Huwei hill (a.out 140m high). The Xiamen oceanographic station is located near the coast, 

so its wind data was more accurate and can be used in this study. The maximum wind speed measured 

by the oceanographic station was a 34.5m/s east wind and a 22.5m/s south wind. The severe 

anticlockwise wind duration was 5~6 hours. 
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3.3. Wave conditions 

The incident wave direction mainly was east, southeast and south. The wave height (H) was 

1.69~2.38m and wave rise (R) was 2.0~2.5m. The relationship between H and R depended on many 

factors, such as wind speed, bathymetric gradient and coastal strike. The value of R is inversely 

proportional to the backshore slope and roughness. 

3.4. Beach geomorphology and sediment 

The coast in the southeast of Xiamen Island has been retreating in the last few decades. Huangcuo 

beach, which runs northeast to southwest, has been left with a thin layer of sand, its berm only 30m 

wide and and its peak only reaching 3.9~4.6m above the main sea level. The shoreface gradient is 

7.5~8.5°. The sediment is medium-fine sand (Mz=1.3~2.1φ,σ1=1.1~1.5) in prismatic sand and 

well-sorted fine sand in foreshore (Mz=2.1~2.6φ, σ1=0.5~0.8). 

4. Hydrodynamic Energy Dissipation in the Beach Cycle 

4.1 .Energy transmission of stormy waves in high water level 

Waves are a carrier body which transport energy from the water to coasts. Under the same wave 

conditions, water depth is inversely proportionate to the dissipation of the seabed by friction. There are 

three hydrodynamic dissipation zones on the beach profile, including the nearshore shoal zone where 

water depth is less than half of the wavelength, the wave breaking zone lying between the lower slope 

and sand ridge, and the overwash zone and erosion scarp above the shoreface. However, 

hydrodynamic energy dissipation varies in the different zones. The dissipation proportion in the 

different zones changes with the maintenance time of water level and wave parameters. Water is 

deeper in the nearshore shoal zone and hydrodynamic energy will be transported to the overwash zone. 

To understand the relation between the beach cycle and energy dissipation and erosion, the energy 

dissipation (Figure 2) was divided into three stage: Stage 1, Stage 2 and Stage 3(Figure 3). 

4.2. Beach cycle and erosion 

As Figure 3 shows, the energy dissipated at the foreshore on the front of the seawalls at stage 1 

resulted in washing and erosion on the beach. The erosion area moved up with the rising water level 

and the washing of the waves. The strong waves can wash all of the prismatic sand near Stage 2, and 

the hydrodynamic energy reached its peak in the middle of stage 2. With the stormy waves breaking, 

they can directly wash and erode the prismatic sand on the beach. The most sediment was brought 

down to the foreshore, while other sediment was brought up to the supralittoral zonen, even on Huan 

Dao Road during the overwash process. Meanwhile, the bare shoreface  was impacted directly by the 

storm waves. At its peak, the water level rose to its highest, about 4.04m over the main sea level 

(MSL). Wave breakers induced huge energy dissipation on the eroded surface and caused overwash 

with the help of storm winds. At the same time, a powerful scour of scarp above the sand prism leaded 

to a retreat of the coastal line. 

4.3. Overwash of beach sands  

During the high water levels of stage 2, with the drive of wave breakers and strong winds (>20m/s), 

water-mixed sand currents caused overwash 7-8m over the main sea level or higher in places along the 

slope, even reaching the coastal road (8.5m over MSL). In some sites, the mixed current overwash ran 

through the lawns to the coastal road, depositing about 8-10cm of sand on the road (Figure 2, P-3) and 

5cm of sand on the lawn. During stage 3, the water level and energy of the waves simultaneously 

decreased. The sediment transported to the foreshore moved back to the beach. 
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Figure 3. Hydrograph, wind speed and wave rise curve under the conditions of a storm surge 

combined with a spring tide in No.9914 typhoon 

  

In the case of such a powerful typhoon and the high water level superimposed by the astronomical tide, 

the intensity and range of the wave to the coastal erosion are bound to expand. But two coastal 

seawalls , in Pearl Bay and Sun Bay, were not damaged because of their solid foundation and structure. 

The sea walls consists of the following parts, including: A. a foundation whose top is at the main sea 

level, B. a stone-made bottom slope whose elevation is from 0 to 2.5m, C. a trapezoidal slope whose 

elevation is from 2.5 to 5.5m , D. an arc retaining wall whose elevation is from 5.5 to 6.8m. During the 

storm surge, the foundation and bottom slopes successfully resisted the erosion of the storm, the 

trapezoidal slope efficiently dissipated waves, and the curved wall consumed the last part of the storm 

energy. It has been proved that the projects have achieved the dual effect of shore protection and beach 

preservation. 

4.4. The asymmetry of the beach cycle 

In stage 3, with the water level and waves gradually decreasing, the beach cycle turned to its recover 

stage. The sediment which had been transported to the low tidal zone gradually returned to the beach. 

Based on our subsequent observation, the height of the prismatic sand cannot be recovered completely. 

Mostly, this asymmetry of the beach cycle is presented as follows: it can recover to its approximate 

original height by moderate wave processes in several spring, neap tidal cycles. The lower water level 

during the spring tides and the moderate wave processes can help the sediment which was brought to 

the deeper zone by the storm come back to the shoreface and recover the beach.  

But on some sandy coast such as Huangcuo beach, the huge waves washed some parts of the sand 

prism up to Huandao Road and the other parts back to the low tide zone. The naked beach would be 

washed directly by strong waves before they retreated. When the energetic waves calmed, the 

sediment which was transported to the low tidal zone would come back to the shoreface, but the sands 

of overwash couldn’t return. So the sand prism decreased and the coast retreated due to the overwash. 

5. Conclusions 

This storm surge combined with the spring tide resulted in abnormally high water levels. Due to this, 

more hydrodynamic energy was transferred to the coast. The sediment on the foreshore was washed 

away in the low water levels. The dredging and erosion at the foot of the seawall resulted in the firm 

seawall collapsing completely. At stage 2, the prismatic sand was washed away and the buried sewage 
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pipe was broken by the stormy waves. The prismatic sand lying in the high tidal zone was scoured and 

induced offshore and onshore sediment transport. The bare shoreface which was originally covered by 

sand was directly washed by the stormy waves and currents, finally leading to coastal retreat. With the 

water levels and the energy of the waves increasing to a peak, the water-mixed sand current crossed 

the artificial slope run-up to a height of 8.5m above MSL, even encroaching onto the higher Huandao 

Road.  

The strong waves impacted the protuberant erosion scarp and dissipated its energy through erosion. At 

the same time the coastal cliffs were retreating, the trees fell down, the sewage pipe was exposed and 

broke, and many structures were destroyed in the storm. 

After stage 2, water levels and wave energy gradually decreased and entered the recovery stage, a slow 

beach process. Although the sediment which was brought to the deeper zone by the storm can return to 

the shoreface, the washover sediment never returned. Doubtless, the sediment lost in the storm from 

the beach and shoreface eroded and retreated. If there was no source to replace the sediment, the beach 

would decline, even disappear. Whether the beach berm can completely recover depends on sufficient 

sources of replacement sediment. 
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Abstract. Sound wave is the main means of underwater communication at present. Focusing 

on effects of seafloor topography on underwater acoustic channel, some acoustic propagation 

models were compared and the BELLHOP method was chosen based on the experiment data 

of typical seafloor topography. Then the date of OFES model and SOM method were used to 

get the marine parameters of temperature, salinity, depth and sounding velocity along SS 

section near Diaoyu Island. At last, the acoustic propagations along the SS section in flat 

bottom and real seafloor topography were simulated using BELLHOP method. The 

comparison of acoustic propagation loss was presented. The results show that the BELLHOP 

method can be used to get authentic results of acoustic propagation under different seafloor 

topographies, and seafloor topography has a significient effect on acoustic propagation 

characteritics，which are also influenced by the depth of sound source and sound receiver. 

1. Introduction 

Seafloor topography is one of the boundaries, which has a very important impact on underwater 

acoustic propagation [1], which has been a hot topic in the field of acoustics research, and attracted 

great attention from researchers at home and abroad. 

In California ocean experiment, Northrop found the "slope enhancement effect", that is, the loss of 

acoustic signal propagation will be reduced under the condition of continental shelf slope [2]. Tappert 

found that sound waves can travel down the slope of the continental shelf until near the axis of 

acoustics channel, i.e. the "mud flow effect" [3]. Subsequently, a series of underwater acoustic 

experiments were carried out in the United States, including AET, AST, ATOC, NPAL98, SLICE89, 

OWSP and so on. The effects of seamounts, slopes and other factors on acoustic propagation were 

studied [4]. In China, Zhao Xiaoqun studied the effect of seafloor topography on short-distance 

propagation of underwater acoustic channel in shallow sea area [5]. Pu Lianglong simulated the 

influence of typical seafloor topography, and found that sudden change of water depth would lead to 

rapid expansion of acoustics channel and increase propagation loss [6]. Based on the experimental 

results, Qin Jixing analyzed the "mud flow effect" of acoustic propagation in shallow sea area [7]. 

Those above studies mainly focus on the continental shelf slopes in shallow sea area, and there are few 

studies on acoustics propagation in deep sea and undulating terrain.  

This paper focused on effects of seafloor topography on underwater acoustic channel using the data of 

OFES (OGCM for the Earth Simulator) model and SOM (Self Organizing Map) method, the 

parameters of ocean temperature, salinity, depth and sound velocity were obtained along the SS 

section near Diaoyu Island. Then the BELLHOP method was verified and used to simulate the 

acoustic propagation along SS section with flat bottom and underwater rugged terrain. While the path 
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loss of underwater acoustic propagation were given, the effects of underwater rugged terrain were 

analyzed. 

2. Selection of acoustic propagation methods 

2.1. Acoustic propagation methods 

Acoustics propagation in the ocean follows the wave equation, which can be solved under given 

boundary conditions and marine environment parameters. The common solving methods include 

normal wave theory and ray theory. Normal wave theory is perfect, which is suitable for low 

frequency situations, but the boundary conditions are difficult to deal with and the results are not 

intuitive. Ray theory is generally applicable in high frequency situations. It is easy to set boundary 

conditions, and can obtain ray propagation and acoustic path loss. As a general rule, the lowest 

working frequency of ray theory is f = 10c/H, H for depth and c for sound velocity. In this paper, the 

average sound velocity of marine environment is about 1500 m/s, the average depth is more than 500 

m, then the lowest working frequency of ray model is 30 Hz, while the working frequency of sound 

source in this paper is 280 Hz. Therefore, it is appropriate to choose the ray theory. However, there are 

some shortcomings in the conventional ray theory. In 1987, Porter proposed the BELLHOP ray tracing 

method (BELLHOP method)[8]. Adding the Gauss intensity profile, we can successfully solve the 

problem of the conventional ray theory in sound film region and caustic region. BELLHOP method 

can also give key parameters such as acoustic propagation loss and sound ray, which are consistent 

with theoretical model and experimental data. It has gradually become one of the most widely used 

methods in underwater acoustic simulation.  

2.2. BELLHOP method validation  

Considering that the working frequency of sound source is 280Hz in this paper, and the influence of 

seafloor topography is mainly studied, the applicability and reliability of BELLHOP method should be 

investigated. It is validated based on the results of ocean acoustic experiment. 

In this experiment of ocean acoustic propagation, the sound source (frequency 280 Hz) was in depth 

50 m, while the receiver was in depth 50 m too. The propagation loss at different distances within 30 

km was measured from near to far. Vertical sound velocity distribution and seafloor topography in the 

test area are shown in Fig. 1. Then BELLHOP method was used to simulate the acoustic propagation 

and the results were compared with the experimental data, as shown in Figure 2. With the increase of 

propagation distance, the propagation loss increased gradually, and had a large fluctuation. When we 

compared the experimental data with the simulation results, they basically coincided with each other, 

which shows that BELLHOP method has good applicability under underwater rugged terrain and 

could be used to predict the path loss of underwater acoustic propagation. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Marine Environment of Acoustic 

Experiment. 

 Figure 2. Verification of BELLHOP Method 
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BELLHOP method was used to simulation underwater acoustic channel and propagation path loss. 

The attenuation of acoustic propagation along this section is obtained as follows: 

 

 

Figure 5. Path loss of acoustic propagation                                                                         

(up: flat seafloor; down: real seafloor topography). 

 

 

Fig. 6 Path loss of acoustic propagation in different depth (left: 900m; right: 200 m). 
 

It can be seen from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that under the assumption of flat bottom, while the sound source 

is located at the axis of the channel (depth 800 m), the structure of acoustic propagating along the 

acoustic channel axis is clear and regular, the upper part of the acoustic channel is not affected by the 

reflection of the seafloor, including the convergence area and the acoustic shadow area. the lower part 

of the channel axis is affected by both the propagation along the channel and the reflection of the 
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seafloor, and there is no obvious acoustic shadow area. But in the real seafloor terrain, the acoustic 

propagation along the acoustic channel axis is greatly affected by the reflection of seafloor terrain, the 

basic structure is destroyed, and there is no obvious acoustic channel propagation any more. Especially 

in the long distance, the elevation of the terrain basically blocked the acoustic channel axis; the upper 

part of the channel axis is also affected by the reflection of seafloor terrain, the acoustic shadow area 

disappears basically, and in the long distance, the propagation is affected by the elevation of the terrain, 

and the loss is slightly reduced. the lower part of acoustics channel axis is mainly controlled by the 

reflective effect of the undulating terrain, including the convergence area and the shadow area.  

4. Conclusion 

The BELLHOP method is used to simulate the acoustics propagation under ideal flat seafloor and real 

seafloor topography along SS section near Diaoyu Island. The path loss of acoustics propagation are 

given, and the effects of seafloor topography on acoustic channel are compared and analyzed. The 

results show that:  

 The results of BELLHOP method are in good agreement with the experimental data. It has good 

applicability in the real seafloor terrain and can be used to predict the acoustic propagation 

characteristics.  

 For the underwater acoustic channel, the complex terrain of the seafloor will have an obvious 

impact on the path loss along the acoustic channel. 

 In different depths, the influence of seafloor topography is different for the acoustic propagation 

characteristics. 

In the future, this method can be applied to underwater acoustic channel evaluation and application. 
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Abstract. This paper briefly introduces the composition, working principle and the common 

installation method of the shipborne underwater acoustic short baseline array detection and 

positioning system. Based on the underwater acoustic direction measurement and location 

algorithm and the underwater acoustic short baseline array detection and positioning system, 

the error sources affecting the accuracy of the underwater acoustic direction and positioning 

are analysed in great detail, and the influence of each error source is quantitatively analysed. In 

this paper, through theoretical calculation and analysis, the influence factors and the influence 

degree of the error sources on the direction and location measurement are obtained, the 

technical indexes of direction measurement accuracy and positioning accuracy of the system 

are estimated. The results of the error analysis of short baseline array system in this paper 

provide a theoretical basis for the operation of related underwater acoustic location systems at 

sea, and has important guiding and practical significance for the underwater target detection 

and positioning system design. 

1. Brief introduction of the acoustic short baseline array detection and positioning system 

1.1 System composition and operational principle 

The shipborne of the acoustic short baseline array detection and positioning system described in this 

paper is mainly composed of underwater acoustic short baseline array, electronic compass, 

Beidou/GPS, display and processing computer. In this system, the electronic compass is used to 

measure the ship's course, Beidou/GPS is used to measure the position of the ship, the underwater 

acoustic short baseline array includes 2-3 receiving hydrophone array elements which is used to 

receive the signal of the target, the display and control processing computer is used to process the 

array element signal, the electronic compass data, Beidou/GPS data and the necessary system 

parameters data, so as to obtain the direction and position of the target. 

The principle of the system is: first to calculate the direction of the target relative to the underwater 

acoustic short baseline array by measuring the time difference between the 2 array elements of the 

target sound source. Then, combined the data of electronic compass and Beidou/GPS to obtain the 

direction of the target in the geodetic coordinate system. Finally, the two-direction and cross-location 

method is adopted to locate the target sound source.[1] In fact, the 2 array elements of the underwater 

short baseline array can measure the direction of the target. The third array element can eliminate the 
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false direction in the course of target direction measurement which can make the result of direction 

measurement more accurate.[2] 

1.2 System installation 

In order to obtain accurate results, all parts of the system need to be fixed on the ship. As shown in 

figure 1 (a), it is assumed that two underwater acoustic short baseline arrays for target direction 

measurement are vertically mounted with the bow line. As shown in figure 1 (b), the perpendicular 

direction of the transducer array coincides with the bow direction of the ship, and the electronic 

compass direction coincides with the bow direction. Beidou/GPS is installed at the midpoint of 

transducer array. This installation diagram is for reference only. When this installation method is not 

adopted, the calculation method needs to be changed accordingly. 
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Figure 1. System installation diagram 

 

2. System direction measurement accuracy analysis 

2.1. The error source of the direction measurement 

According to the direction measurement principle of the underwater acoustic short baseline array 

system, the main factors affecting the direction measurement error of the underwater acoustic short 

baseline array detection and positioning system introduced in this paper are as follows:[3] 

(1) Assuming that the target is at infinite distance, the errors caused by the far-field approximate 

mathematical model; 

(2) Errors caused by the measurement accuracy of the acoustic path difference; 

(3) Errors caused by the measurement accuracy of electronic compass; 

(4) Errors caused by the installation accuracy of short baseline array; 

(5) Errors caused by the not parallel installation between the zero graduation of the electronic 

compass and the bow. 

2.2. Errors caused by using far-field approximate mathematical model 

According to the acoustic path difference between the target sound source and the two receiving array 

elements, the angle between the target and the baseline is calculated.[4] The mathematical model is 

shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Mathematical model of the direction measurement by short baseline array 

 

As is shown in the figure 2, the transducer receiving array is composed of hydrophone M1 and M2. 

And the distance between M1 and M2 is marked d; The midpoint of M1 and M2 is marked O; The 

target position is P, and the distance between P and O is r; Q is the point on t PM1 (or its extension 

line), PQ = PM2. The acoustic path difference from sound wave to M1 and M2 is s. 

Figure 2 (a) is the relative bearing angle calculation model of near-field, PQ=PM2. 

Figure 2 (b) is the relative bearing angle calculation model of far-field, WM2⊥WM1. 

The true location of the target is shown in figure 2 (a). Assuming that the distance between the target 

and O is R and the relative bearing angle of the target is θ, so the acoustic path difference s can be 

expressed as: 

           )cos(4/  drddrrS - )cos(4/  drddrr             （1） 

According to the approximate calculation model of the far-field model of figure 2 (b), the acoustic 

path difference s and the relative bearing angle β of the target can be obtained.[5] Then the relative 

bearing angle error of the target can be expressed as follows: 

                                  
d

S
arcsin-1   -                                （2） 

In the formula (2),   is the real value of the target relative bearing angle,   is the calculation of the 

target relative bearing angle, S is the acoustic path difference, d is the length of the baseline. 

Consider the following example, the range from the target sound source to the midpoint of the baseline 

is 50 meters and 1500 meters. The baseline length of short baseline array is 9 meters. The range of 

target relative bearing angle covers – 90°~90°. According to formula (2), the angle errors of direction 

measurement is calculated by the formula. Adopting the plotting method, the curves of the target 

direction measurement error and relative bearing angle change can be obtained, and which is shown in 

figure 3 and figure 4. 

 
Figure 3. Measurement errors in all directions from the target to the center of the baseline at 50 meters 
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Figure 4. Measurement errors in all directions from the target to the center of the baseline at 1500 

meters 

 

For the target direction measurement error caused by the far-field approximate mathematical model, 

the following conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) The farther the target sound source from the baseline, the smaller the error of direction 

measurement will be. 

(2)When the distance of the target is fixed, the direction measurement error varies with the 

distribution of the target relative bearing angle according to the waveform of trigonometric function. 

The absolute value of the error is the largest when the target relative bearing angle is ±45°and zero 

when the target angle is 0 °. 

(3)When the distance of the target is 50 meters, the relative bearing angle is 45°, the maximum 

direction measurement error introduced by the far-field approximate mathematical model is 0.116°. 

2.3. Errors caused by the accuracy of the acoustic path difference measurement 

Due to the sound speed, the acoustic channel and the circuit delay, the errors marked ∆s does exist in 

the process of the acoustic path measurement when the target signal arrives at the two receiving 

elements.[6] According to the mathematical model, the principle of the relative bearing angle error is 

shown in figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. The influence of the test errors of the acoustic path difference on the calculation of the 

relative bearing angle 
 

In the figure, EM1 is the true direction of the target, while FM1 is the measured target direction which 

is affected by the accuracy of the acoustic path difference measurement.[7] 

According to the relative bearing angle formula, if the error of the acoustic path difference is s and the 

sound velocity is c, the direction measurement errors can be expressed as： 

                                  
d

S

d

SS
arcsinarcsin2 


                           （3） 

From this formula, it can be seen that the accuracy of direction measurement of the equipment is 

related to S , d ,and S . In the process of testing, parameter d is a fixed value, so parameter 2  

varies with parameter S and S . 

s

M2M1

E F

β ε
s+
∆s
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Physically speaking, value S is determined by the target relative bearing angle, and value S is 

determined by the accuracy of equipment acoustic path difference. 

(1) Target relative bearing angle error analysis 

Assuming that the measurement error of the path difference between two elements is 0.25 meters, the 

baseline length of the element is 9 meters, and the relative bearing angle of the target sound source 

relative to the baseline is from larboard-90°to starboard-90°, the resulting direction measurement error 

is shown in figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. The direction measurement error caused by the acoustic path difference measurement error 

of 0.25 meters at different relative bearing angles 
 

It can be seen from the figure that the measurement error of path difference lies the location near the 

stern line. That is, when the target relative bearing angle is 0°, the direction measurement error is the 

smallest, and when the target angle is 90°, the direction measurement error is the largest. 

(2) The equipment measurement accuracy of the acoustic path difference analysis 

The baseline length of the array element is 9m, the angle of the target is 45°, and the measurement 

error of the path difference is 0-0.5ms. The relation between the direction measurement error and the 

path difference is shown in figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. Direction measurement error caused by different acoustic path difference measurements in 

45°direction 

 

(3) The joint effect of the target relative bearing angle and acoustic path difference on direction 

measurement 

According to the operating parameters of the system, assuming that the range of the acoustic path 

difference is - 0.60 meters to 0.60 meters, the direction measurement errors caused by the target at 

different relative bearing angles are counted. The statistical results are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Direction measurement error caused by the accuracy of the acoustic path difference 

measurement at different relative bearing angles 

Acoustic path 

difference test error 

Relative bearing angle 

0 30° 45° 60° 90° 

-0.60m 176.18 -4.32 -5.18 -6.93 -21.04 

-0.45m 177.13 -3.26 -3.92 -5.31 -18.19 

-0.30m 178.09 -2.18 -2.64 -3.62 -14.84 

-0.15m 179.05 -1.10 -1.34 -1.86 -10.48 

0.00m 0 0 0 0 0 

0.15m 0.95 1.11 1.37 1.97 None 

0.30m 1.91 2.23 2.77 4.07 None 

0.45m 2.87 3.37 4.21 6.35 None 

0.60m 3.82 4.52 5.69 8.86 None 

 

"None" in the table represents the overflowed calculation which cannot get the target direction. 

The following conclusions can be drawn for the direction measurement errors caused by the 

measurement accuracy of the system's acoustic path difference: 

(a)When the acoustic path difference is fixed, the direction measurement error of the target is the 

smallest when the relative bearing angle is 0°, and the direction measurement error of the target is the 

largest when the relative bearing angle is 90°.[8] 

(b) When the target in the same relative bearing angle direction, the bigger the absolute value of 

path difference is, the bigger the absolute value of direction error will be. 

(c) When the target angle is not more than 60°and the measurement error of the acoustic path 

difference of the equipment is not more than 0.15 meters，the maximum direction locating error 

caused by the time measuring error of the equipment is about 1.97°. 

2.4. Errors caused by the precision of the electronic compass 

As shown in figure 8, y represents the true north direction, u represents the bow direction,   

represents the true course of the electronic compass, and the measurement error is  ,   . 

When calculating the direction of the target in geodetic coordinates, the heading measurement error 

caused by the accuracy of the electronic compass is ∆γ. 

                                     )(3                               （4） 

From this formula, we can see that the accuracy of electronic compass directly affects the direction 

measurement, the accuracy error of compass affects the error of direction measurement directly. 

Generally speaking, the measurement error of electronic compass is not more than 0.2°. 

 
Figure 8. Direction measurement error caused by the accuracy of the electronic compass 

 

2.5. Errors caused by the installation accuracy of the short baseline array 
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The array elements of the short baseline array in the system are independent of each other. After 

installation on the hull, it is necessary to measure the positions of every array elements. Because the 

measuring equipment and the algorithm is not absolutely accurate. The error of the direction 

measurement caused by the installation accuracy of transducer array elements are shown in figure 9 

and figure 10. 

 
Figure 9. Measurement error caused by the accuracy of the transducer array installation 

 

In figure 9 (a), M1 and M2 are the true positions of the transducer elements and 1M  , 2M   are the 

measured values of the position of the transducer elements. The errors between the measured values 

and the true values are x1, y1, x2, y2 respectively. 

In order to simplify the error sources, the measurement errors are transformed, as shown in figure. 9 

(b). Translating elements 1M   and 2M  , coincide 1M   with M1, move M2 to M, then ∆x=∆x2-∆x1，

∆y=∆y2-∆y1. 

As shown in figure. 10, the influence of single element position measurement error on direction 

measurement is simplified. M is the measured value of M2. The connection of M and M1 is 

perpendicular to the stern line, the spacing of the elements is d  , and the angle between the elements 

and the baseline is  . 

 
Figure 10. Measurement error caused by the installation of the accuracy of the single transducer array 

element 
 

As can be seen from the figure, the error of orientation measurement caused by the accuracy of 

element installation is as follows: 

d

s

dd

s
arcsinarcsin4 


   

       
d

tc

dd

tc 





 arcsinarcsin                        （5） 

From this formula (5), we can see that: 

(a) The baseline angle error caused by the transducer element installation is directly 

superimposed on the target direction. 

(b) The system direction measurement error caused by the transducer element installation 

accuracy are determined by the acoustic path difference（s）, the baseline length measurement error

（ d ） and the baseline length（ d ）. 
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As can be seen from formula (5), the transducer element installation error is divided into two parts, as 

shown in figure 5, d  and  . When the transducer array elements are installed at the keel of the 

hull, ∆y usually is less than 1 cm, which is negligible. Next, the influence of direction measurement 

error（ d ） is analyzed as follows. 

In the actual test process, the baseline length d is a fixed value, and the acoustic path difference s is 

determined by the target relative bearing angle.[9] The baseline length is 9 meters, the sound velocity is 

1500 m/s, the error range of baseline length measurement is - 0.2 meters - 0.2 meters, and the relative 

bearing angle varies from 0° to 90°. The direction measurement error is concluded in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. The influence of the installation accuracy of the short baseline installation on calculating the 

relative bearing angle 

Transducer 

array 

installation error 

(m) 

Direction measurement error（°） 

0°  30° 45° 60° 90° 

-0.2 0 0.75 1.32 2.34 None 

-0.1 0 0.37 0.65 1.13 None 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.1 0 -0.36 -0.63 -1.07 -8.50 

0.2 0 -0.72 -1.23 -2.09 -11.97 

 

For the direction measurement error caused by the installation accuracy of short baseline, the 

following conclusions can be drawn: 

(a) The bigger the absolute value of baseline length measurement error is, the bigger the direction 

measurement error will be. 

(b) The direction measurement error caused by baseline length measurement error increase 

monotonously in the range of 0°-90°. The minimum is at 0° and the maximum is at 90°. 

(c) In the range of 60°relative bearing angle when the length measurement error of array elements 

is no more than 0.1m after installation, the maximum direction measurement error is about 1.13°. 

2.6. Errors caused by the installation accuracy of electronic compass 

When the zero-degree direction of the electronic compass is parallel to the bow direction, the 

installation position of the electronic compass on the ship has no effect on the course measurement. 

When the zero-degree direction of the compass is not parallel to the bow direction, the error will be 

existed between the course value provided by the electronic compass and the true value. As shown in 

figure 11, y' is true north direction, u is bow direction, w is zero-degree direction of electronic 

compass, and ξ is angle difference between bow direction and zero-degree direction of electronic 

compass. 
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Figure 11. The influence of the installation accuracy of electronic compass on heading measurement 

 

The data provided by electronic compass is 

, the true heading value is  , and the introduced error 

of the direction measurement is as follows: 

      5
                                     （6） 

After the installation of electronic compass, using compass data as the true value of course to 

compensate electronic compass data which can greatly reduce the error of course measurement caused 

by the installation of electronic compass.[10] This error is the compass reading error only, usually less 

than 0.1°. 

2.7. The comprehensive system direction measurement accuracy 

According to the analysis results of the above errors, it can be seen that the measurement accuracy of 

the path difference and the array installation accuracy have great influence on the system direction 

measurement accuracy. Under the current technical conditions, the system direction finding error is no 

more than 3.5° 

3. System positioning accuracy analysis 

3.1. Sources of system positioning errors 

According to the positioning principle of underwater acoustic short baseline array, the positioning 

error is related to the following factors: 

(1) Beidou/GPS measurement accuracy; 

(2) System direction measurement accuracy. 

3.2. Positioning error induced by Beidou/GPS 

As shown in figure 12, P is the target sound source, G1 is the first search site, and G2 is the second 

search site. 

Because of the Beidou/GPS measurement error, the measurement results of the first search site G1 is 

located at point G (a, b), and the coordinate measurement errors are ∆a and ∆b. Finally, the target 

sound source is located at point F. Line PF is the positioning error introduced by Beidou/GPS. 
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Figure 12. Positioning errors caused by Beidou/GPS system error 
 

As shown in figure 13, PF is the line between two parallel lines PG1 and FG, the distance between the 

two parallel lines is h, and the positioning accuracy of Beidou/GPS is  . Considering the values of 

∆a and ∆b, the PF length formula is as follows: 
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Figure 13. Positioning errors caused by Beidou /GPS system 

 

According to formula (7), the accuracy of Beidou/GPS has a direct impact on the azimuth angle of two 

detection operation sites. The larger the value of ）（ 1-2sin   is, the smaller the positioning error will 

be. In the process of using the system, we can select reasonable locating sites to make the locating rays 

perpendicular to each other, that is 13sin  , to reduce the locating error. 

It can be seen from figure 13, h≤ . 

So, the formula (7) can be simplified to: 

                                         r                                      （8） 

According to formula (8), the resulting positioning error is less than Beidou/GPS positioning accuracy. 

3.3. Location error induced by direction measurement error 

When the underwater acoustic short baseline array locates the target by the two-direction and 

cross-location method, the location error caused by direction error is shown in figure 14. In the figure, 

G1 is the first detection site, G2 is the second detection site, P is the true location,   is the direction 

measurement error, and the shadow area is the location error. Point F is the farthest site from point P 

in the shadow area, PF=δ.  

 
Figure 14. Blurred location area caused by the accuracy of the system direction measurement 

 

The geometric relationship is shown in figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Positioning error caused by the accuracy of direction measurement of the system 

 

According to the geometric relations, the equations can be obtained as follows: 

                                                 （9） 

The maximum positioning error is δ. 

Among them, r1、r2、r3、λ1、λ2 are measured values. 

From the formula (9), we can see that 
4sin   is the largest value and δ is the smallest value. When 

the angle between two positioning rays (PG1 and PG2) approaches 90 degrees, the positioning error is 

much smaller. When the two positioning rays are perpendicular to each other, the positioning error is 

the smallest. 

It is assumed that the distance between the two detection sites and the underwater target is 500 meters. 

The maximum positioning error δ varies with the direction measurement accuracy and the distance 

between the two detection sites as shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. The influence of direction measurement accuracy and the distance of the detection sites on 

location error 

Distance(m) 

Relative  

bearing angle 

(°) 

100 200 300 500 707.1 

1° 105.62 47.72 30.80 18.00 12.562 

2° 267.58 105.32 65.47 37.17 25.586 

3° 547.57 176.28 104.81 57.64 39.11 

3.5° 781.25 218.32 126.55 68.41 46.07 

4° 1149.22 265.91 149.87 79.56 53.16 

 

When the distance between the two detection sites is 707.1 meters, the two locating rays are 

perpendicular to each other.  
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When the system's direction measurement accuracy is 3.5°, Beidou/GPS positioning accuracy is 1 m, 

the positioning error of the system is 46.07+1=47.07(meters), and the positioning accuracy is less than 

10% of the detection distance. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, the error sources of underwater acoustic short baseline array positioning system are 

quantitatively analyzed in great detail, which provides theoretical basis and technical guidance for the 

offshore detection and positioning system operations. In this paper, two directions are used to locate 

the target. In practical operations, more precise positioning results can be obtained by increasing the 

number of detection sites and crossing multiple directions. 

Although the location precision and technical maturity of the underwater short baseline location 

method are very high, the location precision is easily and greatly influenced by the installation method 

and the installation platform of the distributed array element. So the further studies of the underwater 

acoustic short baseline array detection and location system will focus on the improvement of the 

precision of the underwater acoustic short baseline array detection and location system. 
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Abstract. A brief introduction to the design concept of deep-sea walking & swimming robot is 

provided in this paper. And based on the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method, a 

hydrodynamic numerical simulation model for the robot body is established. Then the flow 

field under different body inclination conditions and different ocean currents is numerically 

simulated by ANSYS Fluent, and the curves of resistance, lift and pitching moment with 

inclination are obtained. At the same time, the stability analysis method for deep-sea walking 

& swimming robot is established by combining dynamic stability margin method (DSM), and 

the stability of the walking & swimming robot is analysed. The stability of the tilting activity 

threshold is obtained under different inflow environments. 

1. Introduction 

With the increasing demand for energy all over the world and the difficulties for finding resources in 

land and shallow water, the competition for marine resources has shifted from offshore to deep water. 

Deep-sea submersible is important Marine engineering equipment for the exploration and 

development of deep-sea resources. By carrying various electronic devices and mechanical equipment, 

it can quickly and accurately work in the complex environment of the deep sea for resource 

exploration, scientific research and special military use. 

Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are typical deep-sea submersibles. They can independently 

accomplish various tasks such as detection or exploration with low risk, and play an important role in 

maritime activities. However, with the demand for vehicles with long-range, large-depth and multi-

functional characters, Wuhan Second Ship Design & Research Institute proposed a concept of Deep-

sea Walking & Swimming Robot that had the ability of both cruising in deep sea and crawling on the 

sea bed[1]. As shown in Fig. 1, it can realize a wide range of manoeuvres through the propeller very 

fast, and loading near the working area. Then, it can use multi-feet to accurately move to the working 

place on the complex seabed. So it can meet the needs of exploration, sampling, and mechanical 

operations in the deep sea floor. The robot combines the high-efficiency, wide-range characters of the 

unmanned autonomous vehicle (AUV) and the precise operating capability of the remotely operated 

vehicle (ROV). It has the characteristics of high stability, low energy consumption and strong 

environmental adaptability. 

It’s important for the robot to keep steady in the current environment during the operation. So an 

analysis of the stability of the robot after it has landed on the seabed called “sink-stability” in this 

paper is made. 
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Figure 1. The Deep-sea Walking & Swimming Robot. 

2. Numerical method  

2.1. Simulation mode and grid generations 

In this paper, in order to save computing resources, the simulation is conducted on a simplified model 

as shown in Fig. 2. The propeller and frame structure are both ignored, and the distance between 

bottom of the body and ground is 500mm.The The length, width and height of the robot body are 

2500mm, B=1500mm, D=1000mm. Six legs are simplified as cylinder, whose diameter is 140mm and 

the length of two sections is 400mm and 700mm, respectively. 

As shown in Fig.3, the dimensions of the calculation domain are -10L<x<25L，-10L<y<10L，-

1.2L<z<10L（L is the height of the robot body），respectively. The unstructured tetrahedral mesh is 

used for the calculation, and at the area around the interfaces, the grids are well refined. With the study 

of grid indifference, the final mesh number of the calculation domain is 2.5 million. 

 

Figure 2. Calculation model. 

 

Figure 3. Calculation domain. 

2.2. Governing equation  

In this paper, the calculations are conducted based on Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations. 

The governing equations are as follows [2]: 

xE

zE

yE

yG

zG

xG

xE

zE

yE
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Where iu 、 ju 、 p
 
are time-averaged variables;  ' ' /i j ju u x  

 

is Reynolds stress term;  、   

respectively are density and hydrodynamic viscosity coefficient. 

3. Force analysis in current environment 

3.1. Analysis model 

The coordinate system of the simulation model was established as shown in Fig. 2. The xE- yE- zE is the 

reference coordinate system, and the xG- yG- zG is the body coordinate system. In this paper, it is 

assumed that the centre of buoyancy coincides with the centre of gravity for simplification, and they 

both at the origin of body coordinate.  

As shown in Fig. 4, the force acting on the robot includes: gravity W, buoyancy B, drag force FD , lift 

force FL, and Mh is defined as pitching moment. The angle between xG and xE is defined as pitch angle 

θ, and the clockwise sense as positive. The analysis assumes that the ocean current flows are uniform 

and constant, considering near-ground effects. 

 

Figure 4. Force diagram. 
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3.2. Simulation result 

In this paper, the numerical simulations were performed for the force acting on the robot in current 

environment. The pitch angle of the robot varies from -30°to 30°and the current velocity varies from 0 

to 1.5m/s.  

Fig. 5 shows the simulated flow around the body when the pitch angle is 30°. And as shown in Fig. 6 

when the current velocity is 1m/s, the drag force varies from 329N to 598N, and the lift force as well 

as the pitching moment has an approximate linear relationship with the pitch angle. 

 

Figure 5. Flow around the robot in current (θ=30 °). 

 

Figure 6. Hydrodynamic force and moment in current(v=1m/s). 

4. Stability analysis in current environment 

4.1. Stability judgment method 

The sink-stability analysis of the deep-sea robot can be conducted based on the research achievements 

of land multi-foot robots which have been well studied in recent years. The stability of multi-foot 

robot usually includes static stability and dynamic stability. The study of static stability started earlier 

and developed more. As early as 1968, R B Mcghee et al. [3] proposed the centre of gravity shadow 

method, and other static stability methods developed afterwards were all based on it, such as static 

stability margin method [4], energy stability margin method, [5], normalized energy stability margin 

method [6] and so on. With the rise of walking robots, especially the rise of bipedal walking robots, 

the requirements for dynamic stability of robots are getting higher and higher, and the research on 

dynamic stability is mostly concentrated in this field. For the dynamic stability problem, LIN and 

SONG [7] proposed the concept of Dynamic Stability Margin (DSM). In this paper, based on the 

characteristics of the Deep-sea Walking & Swimming robots, the DSM method is used to analyze the 

stability characteristics of the robot in ocean current disturbance environment. 
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The Dynamic Stability Margin (DSM) is defined as the minimum moments of each rotating axis in the 

support polygon. The normalized mathematical expression is as follows. 

 
 

i
DSM i i= min min i E i Ee F P MM

S
mg mg

    
   

   
 (3) 

Where iP  is the position vector from the centre of gravity to the i-th support foot, ie is a unit vector 

that revolves around the support polygon in the clockwise sense, EF and EM  are the resultant force 

and moment of robot/ground interaction. 

When all the moments are positive which means DSM 0S  , the system is stable. 

As for the deep-sea robot in this paper, if we assume that the heading of robot is aligned with the 

current direction, the stability margin of deep-sea walking robot in current can be written as follows, 

and the notations follow the definition above. 

 
 

DSM = D L hF F W B R MM
S

mg mg

      
   

   
 (4) 

4.2. Stability in current environment  

In this paper, the velocity of the ocean current varies from 0 to 1.5m/s, and the pitch angle of the body 

varies from -30°~30°. The difference between gravity and buoyancy is 500N. It can be seen from the 

previous analysis that when the stability margin parameter DSMS  is positive, the corresponding 

working condition is stable, and vice versa. And when DSM 0S   , the corresponding angle will be the 

critical safety pitch angle.  

Fig. 7 shows the variation of the stability margin parameter DSMS  with the body pitch angle at different 

inflow speeds when the lateral distance of the tumble axis is 1m. It can be seen from the figure that 

when the incoming flow velocity is 0 m/s, it is mainly determined by the difference between the 

weight and the buoyancy. As the inflow velocity increases, the amplitude changes sharply with the 

angle. When the flow velocity is 1 m/s, the body begins to tip over when θ = -5°. In addition, it can be 

known from the curve that when the flow velocity v ≤ 0.5 m / s, the body is stable in the range of -30 ° 

~ 30 °. When θ ≥ 6°, the body can remain stable within the flow velocity varies from 0 to 1.5m/s. 

  

Figure 7. Dynamic stability margin (x=1m). Figure 8. Dynamic stability margin (v=1m/s). 

 

Fig. 8 shows the stability margin as a function of the pitch angle of the body when the position of the 

rear foot (or the tumble axis) is different (the value of x is different). It can be seen from the analysis 

that as the value of x is larger, the corresponding critical safety pitch angle is larger. When x=1m, the 

corresponding critical overturning angle is -5°, and when x=1.5m, the critical overturning angle is -17°. 
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It can be seen that, within the allowable range, the more backward the hind foot is, the higher the 

stability of the body in the ocean current disturbance. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, the force and stability of the Deep-sea Walking and Swimming robot in the ocean 

current environment are analysed, and the following conclusions are obtained: 

(1) When the current velocity is 1m/s, the resistance value varies from 329N to 598N, and the lift force 

as well as the pitching moment has an approximate linear relationship with the pitch angle.  

(2) when the lateral distance between the tumble axis and the centre of gravity is 1m, and the flow 

velocity v ≤ 0.5m / s, the body is stable with the pitch angle of the body ranging from -30 ° to 30 °. 

When the pitch angle θ ≥ 6°, the body can remain stable within the flow velocity varies from 0 to 

1.5m/s. 

(3) Within the allowable range, the more backward the rear foot is, the body is more stable in the 

ocean current disturbance. Therefore, in order to ensure the stability of the robot in the ocean current 

environment, the distance between the rear foot and the centre of gravity can be increased as much as 

possible. 
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Abstract. “Desalion”, a compact and movable SANSO ELECTRIC Company desalination 

machine was implemented for 617 days and tested at Sichang Marine Science Research Station 

(Aquatic Resources Research Institute, Chulalongkorn University), Sichang Island, Cholburi 

Province, Thailand. The utilization ratio of actual working days and effective working days 

was 76%. 483 tons of pure fresh water was produced for the utilization of 333 people. Fresh 

pure water and brine water were of WHO standards (2011) and Thailand‟s drinking water 

quality standard (maximum allowable concentration). Brine water outlet and seawater inlet 

salinity experienced a 23.9% changed but suitable for coral and abalone cultured. Apart from 

its aquatic culturing use, the water from “Desalion” can also be used for agriculture and human 

consumption considering its 1000 liters per day production capability. This research also 

founded that “Desalion”, with more sample size, can prove to be a greatly useful tool in water 

production for areas or islands where fresh water access is scarce.     

1. Introduction 

Desalion of SANSO ELECTRIC Company compact and movable desalination machine is a small 

water management system recommended by the WHO in providing a safe and secure drinking water, 

with its small size, light weight and low power consumption, to remoted islands and areas in 

developing countries where installing pipelines proved to be difficult. The Desalion is capable of 

producing 1000 litres of purified water per day which can be sufficient for a community of 200 to 300 

people. The installation process is simple and easy, and the machine can start working with a push of a 

button. Additionally, the Desalion could possibly be utilized in commercial uses such as selling 

purified water. There is also a possibility of agricultural uses by combining the machine with drip 

farming or other suitable agriculture methods. While producing 1000 litres of fresh water, the Desalion 

uses 1.4 kWh of energy and emitted 53 dB of average noise level. The Desalion uses 10 tons of 

seawater to produce 1000 litres or a ton of fresh water. In other words, its recovery rate is 10%. The 

Desalion also removes boron from seawater, reducing its concentration to the point that it passes the 

Japan‟s standard which is less than half of the WHO‟s. Generally, there are two methods of utilizing 

the Desalion in remoted areas. First, by bringing seawater to the Desalion-installed site to produce 

purified water and the second, by installing the Desalion near the sea to produces the water.  
Sichang Island, Cholburi Province, Thailand is far from mainland there is no fresh water reservoir. 

The island composted on carbonate rock with a little ground water pond but not enough from 

increased people. [1,2]. Local people used rainy storage each house, buy fresh water from mainland 
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and local Sichang island municipal office distributed fresh water sometime. In 2004 the 250 cubic 

meter per day desalination plant started [3] but stopped in 2014. In 2016 the new 1,000 cubic meter 

per day desalination was started in Sichang island [4]. The new desalination plant produced fresh 

water with some salt contaminated caused heater and pipe line device broken.    

Chulalongkorn University, Thailand are researching the influence of concentrated wastewater on 

marine organisms. A part of that research is a research facility at Sichang island, Chonburi province, 

Thailand, called Sichang Marine Science Research Station which is remoted from the main land 

causing fresh water insufficiency. A Desalion was installed at the station with aim to test its 

performance in real-life situation. The fresh water was utilized and other by product of the purifying 

process, brine water and seawater with higher concentration was also tested, by using them to grow 

specific types of plants and for coral and abalone culturing respectively. 

 

2. Methodology 

A Desalion was installed at the Sichang Island Research Station, Cholburi province, Thailand (a part 

of Aquatic Resources Research Institute, Chulalongkorn University) along with a seawater inlet pump 

and pipelines, storage tanks for seawater and fresh water, fresh water pipelines, brine seawater outlet, 

and seawater overflow „Figure 1-2‟. Specification of Desalion as indicated in Table 1. The Desalion 

took in seawater for desalination resulting in three types of water including fresh high-quality water, 

brine water, and seawater with higher salinity. For the sake of testing its performance and capability, 

the Desalion was kept running for 24 hours straight every day. Every maintenance was recorded. 

Several other parameters were monitored for 12 months including water quality and quantity of the 

fresh water outlet and brine outlet, the status of storage tanks, and the water quality and quantity of the 

seawater inlet [5,6,7]. 

 

 

 
Figure 1 “Desalion” test desalination system. 
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Figure 2 Desalination system at Sichang Marine Science Research Station, Thailand. 

 

 

Table 1 Specification of “Desalion” SANSO ELECTRIC Company, Japan [8] 

Subject Detail 

Desalination performance Max 0.7 L/min/max 1.0 ton/day 

Water quality Pass Water act Water Quality standard 51 items in Japan 

Rated voltage Device 200-220Volt, or 3K VA/from 380V to 200V 

Rated current Device 5.3A or input transformer 3.2(A)/380V 

Power consumption 1,400W 

Noise level 53(dB-A)/3m nearly equal to the idling noise of a compact car 

Safety protection Earth leakage breaker, overcurrent of motor, excessive water pressure 

Alarm Insufficient water supply, insufficient purified water discharge, 

insufficient waste water discharge 

Size W910mm (including valves 1,100mm) *D:610mm*H:1,030mm 

Weight 150 kg 

Maintenance Micro filter: every week to every month 

(depend of the seawater condition: turbidity),  

High-pressure pump ever year,  

RO elements: every year; other: every year 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 

Water Quality Monitoring: Fresh water outlet were monitored by volume (litres per day), turbidity 

(ppm), conductivity (mS), pH, total dissolved solid, hardness, and chloride and after 12 months of 

operation by Governmental services and private companies authorized for water quality analysis 

(Table 2-4). Summary of the test operation period as indicated in Table 5. Coral and Abalone tested in 

brine water storage as shown in „Figure 3‟. 
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Table 2 SANSO ELECTRIC Company “Desalion” “fresh water pure” quality compare to Thailand 

Standards. 
 Pure fresh water: Sanso “Desalion” 

(this project) 

 

Pipe water 

standard [9] 

 

Drinking Water 

Quality Standard 

in Thailand 

(maximum 

allowable 

concentration) [10] 

Parameter Provincial 

Waterworks 

Authority Region 1 

(Cholburi 

Province) Water 

quality 

Water Analysis 

Center Company 

Limited 

Physical:     

-Appearance colour  

(Pt-Co Unit) 

nda 7.4 15 15 

-Taste and odour nda nda not observed no objectionable 

-Turbidity (NTU) 0.26 0.36 4 no objectionable 

-pH 7.5 - 6.5-8.5 9.2 

-Conductivity(mS/cm) 0.212 -  - 

Chemical: 2    

-Total dissolved solid 

(mg/l) 

30 <25 600 1,500 

-Calcium (mg/l) 2 <1.0  - 

-Iron (mg/l) 0.01 - 0.3 1.0 

-Manganese (mg/l) nda <0.04 0.3 0.5 

-Copper (mg/l) nda <0.05 2.0 1.5 

-Zinc (mg/l) nda - 3.0 15.0 

-Total hardness as 

CaCO3 (mg/l) 

14 5 300 - 

-Total Alkalinity(mg/l) 4 - - - 

-Sulfate 7.0 <0.20 250 250 

-Chloride 5.9 <6 250 600 

-Fluoride  - 0.7 1.0 

-Nitrate as NO3 (mg/l) nda <0.01 50 - 

-Nitrite as NO2 (mg/l) nda - 3 - 

-Fluoride (mg/l) nda <0.50  - 

Toxic substance - - - no standard 

-Inorganic 

mercury(mg/l) 

 <0.0005 0.001 - 

-Lead (mg/l)  <0.01 0.01 - 
-Arsenic (mg/l)  <0.0005 001 - 

-Selenium (mg/l)   0.01  

-Chromium (mg/l)  <0.05 0.05  

-Cadmium (mg/l)   0.003  

-Barium (mg/l)  <0.10 0.7  

-Cyanide (mg/l)  <0.05 0.07  

-Aluminum (mg/l)  <0.10   

-Silver (mg/l)  <0.01   

-Phenol (mg/l)  <0.001  0.002 

nd
a
 = not detectable 
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Table 3 Summary of water quality from “Desalion”: 2017-2018. 

 

daily 

volume 

(litres/day)  

Turbidity 

(ppm) 

Temperature 

(degree 

Celsius) 

Conductivity 

(mS) 
pH 

weekly 

TDS 

(gm/l) 

weekly 

total 

hardness  

weekly 

chloride 

Fresh 

water 

pure 

698.3 

(425-1,152) 

9.8 

(4.0-17.0) 

 

30.1 

(28.3-31.8) 

0.056 

(0.015-0.117) 

7.9 

(7.0-8.3) 

0.5 

(0.32) 

5.6 

(5.4-6.0) 

5.6 

(4.5-5.9) 

 

 

Turbidity 

(ppm) 

Temperature 

(degree Celsius) 

Conductivity 

(mS) 

Salinity 

(ppt) 

TDS 

(g/l) 

 

pH 

Fresh 

water 

bypass 

589.7 

(127.0-1,130.0) 

30.5 

(28.8-32.0) 

4.03 

(2.65-6.34) 

1.9 

(1.2-3.4) 

1.19 

(0.08-2.52) 

 

- 

Seawater 

inlet 
- 

28.7 

(27.5-30.2) 

45.4 

(14.8-49.8) 

28.0 

(23.5-29.7) 

14.0 

(11.2-17.3) 

7.9 

(7.7-8.0) 

Brine 

water 
- 

31.1 

(29.8-33.1) 

58.8 

(49.2-71.6) 

34.7 

(28.3-38.8) 

17.8 

(14.8-20.0) 

7.9 

(7.7-8.0) 

 

Table 4 Brine water quality compared to waste water standard for Desalination plant. 

 SANSO 

ELECTRIC 

Company” 

Desalion” 

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment: 

Ministry announcement “Standard of brine water from 

desalination”[10] 

Pumping rate  within standard not more than 0.1 meter/sec with 9.5 mm. screen 

pH 7.9 (7.7-8.0) 6-8.5 

Turbidity (NTU) 17.8 (14.8-20.0) 100 

 

Table 5 Summary of the test operation period 
 

Test operation details 

Term 

Total examination days  

Planned stop days          

Effective working days     

Actual working days       

Utilization ratio: (420/550)  

21 July 2017 – 31 March 2019 

617 days 

356 days 

550 days 

420 days 

76% 
 

 

 
Coral tested 

 

 
Abalone tested 

Figure 3 Coral and Abalone tested in brine water storage. 
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4. Conclusion 

The Desalion was running continuously for 550 days with a utilization ratio of 76%. It produced, in 

total, more than 480 tons of fresh high-quality drinking water for at least 330 peoples, with a 

utilization rate of 3 litres/person/day as shown in Table 5. The fresh water quality was of WHO 

standards (2011) and Thailand‟s drinking water standards (Maximum allowable concentration in Table 

2). The brine water was used to grow plants that can withstand brininess in water. Seven type of plants 

were chosen to be tested including tomato, roselle, holy basil, seed tomato, peppermint, lettuce, and 

green oak, with all result indicating that they can grow well using brine water from the Desalion 

compare to normal fresh water. The seawater with higher salinity, its salinity was tested resulting in 

34.7 ppt comparing this to the seawater inlet showed an increase of 23.9%. This water was then 

compared to Thailand‟s standard of brine water from desalination in Table 4. The seawater with higher 

salinity was then used for culturing coral and abalone since both organisms thrive in high salinity 

seawater. The culturing period was 3 months long with a conclusion that both species can survive and 

grow in this type of water as shown in Figure 3 

This research was a collaborative effort of the Aquatic Resources Research Institute, Chulalongkorn 

University, Thailand and Sanso Company, Japan for the Desalion. The Desalion proved to be a 

beneficial and effective tool in providing high-quality drinking water with low environmental impact, 

considering the by-products, brine water and seawater, can be utilized effectively in other areas. In 

addition, by utilizing Desalions on a broader scale prove valuable for local uses, agricultural uses, and 

tourism on remoted islands and areas with scarcity of fresh water. 
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Abstract. Organic acid and rust remover based on citric acid were gradually praised by the 

industry because of its environmental protection and good derusting effect. In this paper, the 

production cycle of citric acid by Aspergillus Niger shaking flask fermentation was studied 

with Passion Fruit/Shell, and the rust removal effect of the product was preliminarily verified. 

The cultivation factors included Passion Fruit/Shell 20%+Sucrose 5%, 35 ℃, pH 5.0-

5.5,shaking table150 r/min, the fermentation cycle could be completed in 4-5 days ,and the pH 

in fruit fermentation broth decreased to 2.7. At room temperature, the derusting effect of 1 time 

diluted fruit fermentation broth equaled that of 3%commercial citric acid , the rust removal 

time could prolonged properly at low temperature. The resultshad a guiding significance for 

producing organic rust remover from Passion Fruit by Aspergillus Niger. 

1. Introduction        

Citric acid (CA) is a kind of tricarboxylic acid compound, which is one of the main metabolic products 

of organisms. It mainly exists in lemon, citrus, pineapple and other fruits, widely used in medicine, 

chemical industry, cosmetics, etc [1]. It is also an environmental desulfurization adsorbent. In recent 

years, organic acid environmental rust remover represented by citric acid has become a researc hotspot 

because it does not contain toxic and harmful substances, environment-friendly, good rust removal 

andcorrosion inhibition effect [2-4]. For example, the application of scale removal  rust  in steel wire 

hot-dip galvanizing production[5] and thermal production operation, the new rust removalsolution for 

rapid cleaning of stainless steel oxide scale at room temperature [6], and the study of removing heavy 

metals from soil by leaching with citric acid fermentation broth, etc [7]. Citric acid is mainly extracted 

from natural plants. There are two main methods of industrial production, synthetic method and 

biological fermentation method. Now days, liquid submerged fermentation by Aspergillus niger is the 

main method [8-9]. Citric acid is mainly produced by starch fermentation at home and abroad [10-11], 

but the cost of raw materials and energy are high. It is very important to find cheap substitutes for raw 

materials to reduce production costs [12]. In recent years, scholars have explored the production of 

citric acid from biomass cellulose such as Aspergillus niger fermentation degradation straw [13-15], 

apple pomace[16], in order  to expand raw materials and reduce industrial costs. 

In this paper, citric acid was produced by Aspergillus Niger fermentation with abandoned tropical fruit

peels (shells) such as Passiflora as raw materials. Appropriate technological conditions and rust remov

al effects were explored to provide reference for the development of new raw materials and promote th

e green cycle development of local tropical fruit industry. 
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2. Experimental materials and methods 

2.1. Experimental materials 

2.1.1 Fermentation materials and equipment 

Main reagents: Aspergillus Niger strains were purchased from Guangdong Microbial Collection 

Center. Passion fruit was bought in the agricultural market. 

Main equipment: Electronic balance, Vertical pressure steam sterilizer, Ultra-clean worktable, HYG-II 

rotary constant temperature speed control shaker. 

2.1.2 Activation of Aspergillus Niger and preparation of spore suspension 

Aspergillus Niger inclined medium, plate medium and liquid seed medium were formulations of PDA 

medium. The activation of Aspergillus Niger and the preparation of spore suspension referenced Sun  

Jianqiu [17], 107 spore suspensions were prepared for reserve. 

2.1.3 Basic medium for shaking flask fermentation 

The whole Passiflora fruit or shell raw materials were crushed by a crusher to form a basic shaking 

flask fermentation medium, which contained 20% fruit /shell+5% sucrose+75% water. The initial pH 

was adjusted to 5.5. Every conical bottle (250 ml) was filled with 100 ml liquid, sterilized 121℃ for 

30 minutes with 0.1 MPa and cooled for reserve. 

2.1.4 Rust Removal materials 

Fermentation broth: Passion fruit fermentation products were filtered through 8 layers of gauze packed 

in conical bottle sterilization at high temperature, kept in refrigerator. 

Commodity standard citric acid solution: 3% (mass) citric acid solution was prepared, pH 2.5-3.0, 

which was used as standard control. 

Fermentation Rust Removal Solution: Dilute the original fermentation liquor into 1, 2 and 3 times of 

the original liquor for reserve. 

Rust iron sheet: 0.5*2*2cm square, provided by the fitter room of the school training center. 

2.2. Experimental methods 

2.2.1 Determination of fermentation period of passion fruit 

After sterile operation on super-clean worktable, 2 ml of activated Aspergillus Niger spore suspension 

was absorbed by sterile pipette and transferred to the prepared fermentation medium. Shaking-bed 

fermentation was carried out at 30℃ for 5 days at a rotating speed of 150 r/min. The pH value of 

fermentation broth and the acidity of citric acid in fermentation broth were determined every 12 hours 

from the 2nd day. Citric acid acidity determination reference Zhou Jing [11]. Fermentation filtrate 1 

mL was diluted properly. Phenolphthalein was used as indicator and titrated with standard 0.1429 

mol/L NaOH[18]. The acidification degree was evaluated by titrated NaOH volume, and the optimum 

period of citric acid fermentation by Aspergillus Niger was determined. 

2.2.2 Effect of nitrogen source on citric acid fermentation 

The effects of different nitrogen sources on fermentation culture were investigated. Adding 1.0% 

ammonium sulfate, urea, peptone and soybean powder to the shake flask fermentation medium of 

Passion Fruit as exogenous nitrogen source, the other culture conditions were the same as 2.2.1, to 

determine the best nitrogen source. Subsequent experiments were conducted to prepare fermentation 

broth under these conditions. 

2.2.3 Rust removal test 

The rusty iron sheets were weighed and put into 100 mL rust removal liquid at room temperature, 2 

sheets in each concentration, and soaked for 0.5-3 h. The quality of iron sheet was measured every 0.5 
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h, and the effect of rust removal was evaluated according to the weight reduction and appearance. 

Refrigerate at 4 degrees was used to simulate the rust removal effect at lower temperature. 

 

3. Experimental results and analysis 

3.1. Determinate of the fermentation period of  CA 

CA fermentation period was determined by determining the change of pH value and acidity of 

fermentation broth during shaking flask fermentation of Passion Fruit. It was found that the pH value 

of Passiflora hull decreased gradually from 5.5 to 2.7 during the culture of 96 h, and then increased 

slowly to about 3.0. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Growth cycle pH curve 

 

The determination of acid production (by NaOH titration) showed that the formation of citric acid was 

basically consistent with the change of pH value. After 36-96 hours, the organic acids in the culture 

medium increased gradually and reached the maximum value. After that, the growth rate was slow, 

indicating that the fermentation had been completed. According to the change of pH value and acid 

production during fermentation, it showed that the fermentation period of Aspergillus Niger was 96-

108 h, and the suitable pH value for citric acid transformation from Passion shell is 2.7-3.0. The 

fermentation law of Passiflora fruit was similar to that of fruit shell. Because of the sugar content in 

fruit juice, the transformation of organic acid in the early stage was higher slightly than shell. However, 

the content of organic acid in the later stage of fermentation decreases rapidly and the corresponding 

pH value increases gradually, which may be related to the rapid growth of bacteria in the earlier stage 

and the acceleration of senescence and explanation in the later stage. Considering that the residual 

Passion Fruit and shell are mostly abandoned and not used, the residual Passion Fruit (shell) could be 

developed to produce citric acid by fermentation, and 5-10% sugar source supplemented appropriately. 
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Figure 2 Growth cycle citric acid variation curve 

3.2. Comparison of rust removal efficiency of fermentation broth and commercial citric acid 

The effect of rust removal was investigated between fermentation broth and standard citric acid 

solution on iron lumps of different quality (110g, 108g, 112g, 115g).The ratio of rust mass to original 

mass changes with time was shown in figure 3-4. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Rust removal at room temperature 
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Figure 4 Rust removal at low temperature 

 

It showed (Figure 3) that the quality of iron sheet diluted by 1 times of fermentation broth decreased 

significantly from 0 h to 1.5 h at room temperature, and tended to be stable after 1.5 h, and its rust 

removal effect was equivalent to 3%  citric acid. The quality of iron flakes in other fermentation broth 

also decreased, but the decreasing range and speed were lower than that of the former, which may be 

due to the lower concentration and shorter soaking time. It could conclude that the best time for rust 

removal was 1-1.5 h. Figure 4 showed that the time of rust removal should  prolonged to improve the 

efficiency of rust removal in winter or at low temperature. 

 

4. Conclusions  

In this paper, the production of organic rust remover from Passion Fruit by Aspergillus Niger 

fermentation was studied, and the fermentation process was preliminarily determined. Citric acid 

fermentation conditions were passion fruit (shell) 20%+sucrose 5%, 35℃ , 150r/min. During the 

fermentation, the pH gradually decreased from 5.5 to 2.7 after cultured 84-96h, and then slowly 

increased. It indicated the fermentation was completed, and the organic acid accumulated was also the 

highest. Therefore, the fermentation cycle was generally 4-5d, and the final acid yield was 2.8%.   

Preliminary evaluation of rust removal effect: Compared with the commercial citric acid standard 

sample, it was found that the fermentation broth could be used for rust removal without separation and 

purification, and the effect was obvious.  

The effect of 1-fold diluent effect was equivalent to that of 3% commercial citric acid. The best time 

of rust removal is 1-1.5 h. The time of rust removal should prolong at low temperature to improve the 

effect of rust removal.   By studying, the basic conditions of citric acid fermentation were obtained and 

the citric acid conversion rate was better. However, how to optimize the citric acid fermentation 

process and apply it to industrial production needs further exploration and research. 
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Abstract. The contribution of this paper is to study the mooring stability of oil tankers by 

OPTIMOOR software considering the open environmental conditions in Changxing Island Port 

Area. Firstly, influence factors on mooring stability is analyzed, which are considered as the 

inputs in the numerical models. Then, the experimental cases under the combinations of waves, 

water level, tidal current, and wind are developed. Next, the standard of mooring stability used 

in this paper is given after comprehensively considering the standards used in Norwegian, 

German, Japan and British. Finally, by feeding the environmental conditions in Changxing 

Island Port Area, all the numerical experimental tests are conducted and six motion 

components of moored ships are obtained. The results show that (1) The water level has little 

effect on six motion components. (2) Compared with oblique sea and following sea, beam sea 

has the greatest impact on the mooring stability of oil tankers. 

1. Introduction 

At present, considerable attention is being given to mooring stability of oil tankers along with the 

emergence of ultra-large ships and open-sea terminals. Due to the open marine circumstances in 

Changxing Island Port Area, mooring stability of oil tankers is easily affected by severe natural 

conditions, such as heavy current, tough wave and strong wind, which can cause huge damage to ships 

and terminal structure. On the one hand, the failure probability of mooring cables gets higher with the 

increase of mooring force given the severe conditions, which can cause great harms to ships, 

especially the large ships. On the other hand, given the poor mooring stability, there is a huge 

collapsing force of oil tankers to terminal structure, which can give huge economic losses to terminal 

operators. Therefore, it is urgent to study mooring stability of oil tankers faced with open and severe 

environmental conditions in Changxing Island Port Area.  

For the mooring stability of ships, several researchers have given much attention and studied. For 

example, Gao et al. analyzed the ship motion, mooring force and impact force for three different 

mooring cable arrangements involving two alternative mooring points under the combined action of 

wave and flow [1]. YH Rho et al. performed static and dynamic mooring analyses to evaluate the 

stability of a spider buoy after disconnection from a turret during cyclone environmental conditions [2]. 

Shen and Zhou studied the roll motion of a moored ship under the wave and loading conditions by 

taking a 100000-ton cargo ship as a test ship and analyzed the peak value of the roll motion amplitude 

[3]. Chen et al. conducted the model test by taking a 3000-ton deck barges as a research object to 
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study the mooring stability of ships, and analyzed the impact factors of the mooring force and the 

change law of the mooring force [4]. Liu et al. studied the movement law of moored ships at large 

open terminal under irregular traverse waves through theoretical analysis and physical model test, and 

gave a complete formula for estimating the movement of moored ships [5]. Zhang et al. proposed a 

semi-empirical and semi-theoretical calculation formula with higher precision for the motion 

components of moored ships through theoretical analysis and physical model tests [6]. Sakakibara et al. 

studied the effect of the asymmetry coefficient of the mooring system between cable elasticity and 

fender elasticity on the motion components of moored ships using numerical calculations [7]. Liu 

proposed an estimation formula for the surge, roll and heave movements of moored ships under the 

action of lateral irregular waves considering the conditions of wave height, wave length, ship load and 

roll period [8]. Van et al. numerically simulated the motion response and mooring load of a moored 

LNG in the Withnell Bay in northwestern Australia by using a six-degree-of-freedom model, and 

proposed an estimation formula for the roll motion of the moored ship [9]. 

Apart from physical model experiments and mathematical models, some researchers have used the 

mooring analysis software to study the mooring stability of ships, such as MOSES software [10], 

MATLAB software [11] and OPTIMOOR software [12-15]. For example, Q Chen established a 

mooring mathematical model for a 300,000-ton bulk carrier by using the mooring analysis software 

MOSES, and calculated the ship movement response and cable mooring force of the mooring system 

under different wave periods, heights and directions [10]. Q Zhang studied the force control system of 

the mooring cable by using the MATLAB platform, and analyzed the stability balance and cable 

vibration of the ship mooring [11]. Y Li studied the effects of wave periods, heights and directions on 

the mooring force and ship movement by OPTIMOOR software, and discussed the mooring response 

of ships under long-period waves [12]. JF Flory et al. analyzed the influence of mooring cable 

properties on the stability of 10,000-ton ships under the unfavorable conditions under different 

properties by OPTIMOOR software [13]. 

Most of the existing researches have considered the wave characteristics such as wave periods, heights 

and directions to study the mooring stability of ships through physical model tests and mathematical 

model tests. Besides, studies by mooring analysis software mainly concentrated on the influence of 

one factor on the stability of ships. Therefore, to overcoming the limitations of mathematical models, 

this paper applies OPTIMOOR software used widely to study the mooring stability of ships under 

complicated natural environments, such as wind, wave and tidal current in Changxing Island Port Area. 

2. Method 

2.1. Factors on mooring stability 

There are many factors affecting the mooring stability of ships, such as the natural characteristics of 

wind, wave and tidal current. Besides, another factor influencing mooring stability that must be 

considered is the attributions of ships, such as the tonnages, load and length of ship. A gust of wind, a 

passing ship or changes in tide and freeboard can cause mooring cable failure and sudden movement 

of ships. Such an accident can result in costly damage to cargo handling equipment or other nearby 

structures [13]. 

Therefore, this paper classifies the factors on mooring stability of ships into five categories: waves, 

water level, tidal current, wind and the attributions of ships. The following concentrates on the 

experimental cases of mooring stability considering the combinations of the influence factors. 

2.2. Experimental cases  

The following experimental cases involve a 300,000-ton oil tanker moored alongside a terminal. The 

length of the ship is 334 m and the molded depth is 31.5 m. This tanker is used because it is the test 

ship used for the terminal construction in Changxing Island Port Area. The mooring arrangement 

which is used in stability analyses is shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The mooring arrangement of the oil tanker. 

 

Under the condition that ships are fully loaded, mathematical simulation tests are carried out on 

various test combinations of waves (beam sea, oblique sea and following sea), water level (extreme 

high-water level, design high-water level and design low-water level), tidal current (flow and edd) and 

wind (no wind, across-wind and along-wind). The schematic diagram of experimental cases is shown 

as follows. 

 

Figure 2. The schematic diagram of experimental cases. 

2.3. Standard of mooring stability 

Under the action of wave and tide, the motion state of a moored ship can usually be described by six 

motion components, which are surge, sway, heave, pitch, roll and yaw. In this paper, the six motion 

components are selected to evaluate the mooring stability of ships. The schematic diagram of six 

motion components is shown in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Six motion components of moored ships. 

With consideration of the port construction in the real life, this paper refers to the standards of six 

motion components of moored ships issued in Norwegian, German, Japan and British to determine the 

standard used in this paper, which are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The standard of six motion components of moored ships. 

Types of the standard  
Six motion components of moored ships 

Surge (m) Sway (m) Heave (m) Yaw (°) Pitch (°) Roll (°) 

Standard used in this paper 2.0 2.0 0.5 / 3 4 

Norway ±2.3 ±1.0 0.5 / 4.0 ±3.0 

Germany Per Bruun 2.0 ±0.5 0.5 1 / / 

Japan 
Outer ±1.5 ±0.75 ±0.5 ±2.0 ±4.0 ±4.0 

Inner ±1.0 ±0.75 ±0.5 ±1.5 ±3.0 ±3.0 

British norms 0.5～2.0 0.5～2.0 / / / / 

3. Case study 

3.1. Parameter settings 

In the mathematical simulation tests, the wave height (H4%) of the beam sea and oblique sea is set as 

2.0 m, and the wave height (H4%) of the following sea is set as 2.5 m. Besides, the period of all types 

of waves is set as 7.0 s. The wind speed of across-wind and along-wind are set as 20.8 m/s to 24.4 m/s. 

Under the condition of extreme high-water level, only the effect of no wind is considered. Under the 

conditions of design high-water level and design low-water level, the effects of no wind, across-wind 

and along-wind are considered. High tides and low tides are considered under all conditions of water 

level in this paper. 

3.2. Results 

After conducting all the numerical simulation models, the results of six motion components of moored 

ships at full load are shown in Tables 2-Table 4. Besides, the contrast between maximum six motion 

components and standard is shown in Table 5. 
 

Table 2. Six motion components of moored ships subjected to beam sea at full load. 

Water level Tidal 

Waves Six motion components of moored ships 

H4% (m) T (s) 
Surge 

(m) 
Sway (m) Heave (m) Pitch (°) Roll (°) Yaw (°) 

Extreme 

high-water 

level 

Flow 2.0 7.0 0.2 0.4 0.03 0 0.2 0 

Ebb 2.0 7.0 0.4 0.34 0.03 0 0.2 0 

Design high-

water level 

Flow 2.0 7.0 0.2 0.4 0.02 0 0.2 0 

Ebb 2.0 7.0 0.3 0.4 0.02 0 0.2 0 

Design low-

water level 

Flow 2.0 7.0 0.2 0.38 0.03 0 0.2 0 

Ebb 2.0 7.0 0.4 0.38 0.03 0 0.2 0 

 

From the results in Tables 2-Table 5, it can be drawn: (1) The maximum sway of the moored ship at 

full load in these numerical experiments is 0.4m, and the maximum surge is 0.8m, and the maximum 

heave is 0.04m, and the maximum value of the roll angle is 0.2°. (2) The maximum value of sway and 

roll appears in the case of beam sea, and the maximum surge of the moored ship appears in the 

condition of design low-water level along with following sea, ebb and along-wind. Other motion 

components change little with changes in external environmental loads. (3) From the results in Table 5, 

the mooring stability of oil tankers in Changxing Island Port Area is satisfied according to the standard 

used in this paper. 
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Table 3. Six motion components of moored ships subjected to oblique sea at full load. 

Water level Tidal Wind 

condition 

Waves Six motion components of moored ships 

H4% (m) T (s) Surge (m) Sway (m) Heave (m) Pitch (°) Roll (°) Yaw 

(°) 
Extreme 

high-water 

level 

Flow No wind 2.0 7.5 0.3 0.1 0.04 0 0.1 0 

Ebb No wind 2.0 7.5 0.4 0.1 0.04 0 0.1 0 

Design high-

water level 
Flow No wind 2.0 7.5 0.4 0.1 0.04 0 0.1 0 

Ebb No wind 2.0 7.5 0.4 0.1 0.04 0 0.1 0 

Design low-

water level 
Flow No wind 2.0 7.5 0.3 0.1 0.04 0 0 0 

Ebb No wind 2.0 7.5 0.4 0.1 0.04 0 0 0 

Design high-

water level 

Flow 
Across-wind 2.0 7.5 0.4 0.1 0.04 0 0.1 0 

Along-wind 2.0 7.5 0.6 0.1 0.04 0 0.1 0 

Ebb 
Across-wind 2.0 7.5 0.5 0.1 0.04 0 0.1 0 

Along-wind 2.0 7.5 0.7 0.1 0.04 0 0.1 0 

Design low-

water level 

Flow 
Across-wind 2.0 7.5 0.4 0.1 0.04 0 0 0 

Along-wind 2.0 7.5 0.6 0.1 0.04 0 0 0 

Ebb 
Across-wind 2.0 7.5 0.5 0.1 0.04 0 0 0 

Along-wind 2.0 7.5 0.8 0.1 0.04 0 0 0 

 

Table 4. Six motion components of moored ships subjected to following sea at full load. 

Water level Tidal Wind condition 
Waves Six motion components of moored ships 

H4% (m) T (s) Surge (m) Sway (m) Heave (m) Pitch (°) Roll (°) Yaw (°) 

Extreme 

high-water 

level 

Flow No wind 2.5  7.5  0.3 0 0.02 0 0 0 

Ebb No wind 2.5  7.5  0.4 0 0.02 0 0 0 

Design 

high-water 

level 

Flow No wind 2.5  7.5  0.3 0 0.01 0 0 0 

Ebb No wind 2.5  7.5  0.4 0 0.01 0 0 0 

Design low-

water level 

Flow No wind 2.5  7.5  0.3 0 0.01 0 0 0 

Ebb No wind 2.5  7.5  0.4 0 0.01 0 0 0 

Design 

high-water 

level 

Flow 
Across-wind 2.5  7.5  0.5 0.1 0.01 0 0 0 

Along-wind 2.5  7.5  0.7 0 0.01 0 0 0 

Ebb 
Across-wind 2.5  7.5  0.6 0.1 0.01 0 0 0 

Along-wind 2.5  7.5  0.8 0 0.01 0 0 0 

Design low-

water level 

Flow 
Across-wind 2.5  7.5  0.5 0.2 0.01 0 0 0 

Along-wind 2.5  7.5  0.6 0 0.01 0 0 0 

Ebb 
Across-wind 2.5  7.5  0.4 0.1 0.01 0 0 0 

Along-wind 2.5  7.5  0.8 0 0.01 0 0 0 

 

Table 5. The contract between maximum six motion components and the standard. 

Motion components Surge (m) Sway (m) Heave (m) Pitch (°) Roll (°) Yaw (°) 

Maximum values 0.8 0.4 0.04 0 0.2 0 

Standard 2.0 2.0 0.5 3 4 0 
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In addition, in order to validate experimental results, this paper compares the results obtained from the 

OPTIMOOR test and the physical model test. The experimental cases in the physical model test are 

same as the cases in the OPTIMOOR test, as shown in section 2.2. After conducting the models, the 

experimental results from the physical model test are shown in Table 6, consisting of the maximum six 

motion components of ships subjected to beam sea, oblique sea and following sea at full load. 

 

Table 6. The maximum six motion components of ships at full load from physical model test. 

Test conditions of waves Surge (m) Sway (m) Heave (m) Pitch (°) Roll (°) Yaw (°) 

Beam sea 0.87 1.08 0.28 0.23 0.70 0.49 

Oblique sea 1.07 0.85 0.11 0.40 0.44 0.43 

Following sea 1.10 0.77 0.09 0.39 0.40 0.46 

 

As shown in Table 6, the experimental results from the physical model test are larger than the results 

from the OPTIMOOR test, respectively. This is because wave force is presented as static superposition 

to wind load, which ignores the excitation effect of wave force to mooring force and results in the 

inaccuracy of the OPTIMOOR simulation results. Therefore, in the design work of oil terminals, the 

study of ship mooring stability needs to be correlated with the results from physical model test or the 

dynamic superposition of wave force and wind force from the OPTIMOOR simulation results. 

4. Conclusion 

The contribution of this paper is to study the mooring stability of oil tankers by OPTIMOOR software 

considering the open environmental conditions in Changxing Island Port Area. Firstly, influence 

factors on the stability of moored ships are analyzed, which are considered as the inputs in the 

numerical models. Then, the experimental cases under the combinations of waves, water level, tidal 

current, and wind are developed. Next, the standard of mooring stability used in this paper is given 

after comprehensively considering the standards used in Norwegian, German, Japan and British. 

Finally, by feeding the environmental conditions in Changxing Island Port Area, all the numerical 

experimental tests are conducted and six motion components of moored ships are obtained. 

1) The water level has little effect on six motion components. 

2) Compared with oblique sea and following sea, beam sea has the greatest impact on motion 

components of moored ships. 

3) The mooring stability of oil tankers in Changxing Island Port Area can be analyzed by 

OPTIMOOR software and is satisfied according to the standard used in this paper. 

The results and proposed method can be applied to study the mooring stability of oil tankers in 

complicated environments. However, this paper only considers the influence of natural conditions and 

the contributions of ships on the stability. Future study should consider the characteristics, quality, and 

arrangement of the mooring cables on the mooring stability. 
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Abstract. With the development of society and the gradual enhancement of information 

science and technology, marine science and technology are gradually strengthened, the marine 

economy is playing an important part in our national economy. China's marine Energy 

Resources Total accumulation is very rich, and it is a great wealth, but the development of 

marine resources is not unlimited. Although it can promote the development of national 

economy, the sustainable development of marine resources should be considered. As the 

marine science and technology are growing today, the sustainability of marine resources is also 

seriously threatened. This paper analyzes the problems that encountered in the exploitation and 

utilization of marine resources and also in the protection of marine ecology. After expounding 

the importance of sustainable development of marine resources, the writer puts forward some 

methods and suggestions on how to make marine resources develop sustainably. 

1. Introduction  

Marine resources refer to those substances, energy and marine space existing in the marine 

environment that can be exploited and utilized by people, including marine biological resources, 

seawater resources, seabed mineral resources, marine renewable energy and marine space resources, 

etc [1]. The management of marine resources has become extremely complex due to its natural and 

social attributes. Along with social and economic development and population growth, there is a 

serious shortage of land resources, especially energy. There is even the emergence of sensational 

remarks that one who holds control over petroleum energy will have the world under control. By the 

end of the 20th century, the ocean began to be taken as the direction of resource development under 

the compelling circumstances. Advances in science and technology as well as the in-depth exploration 

have gradually highlighted that the oceans contain far more resources than that of land, thereby coastal 

countries have rapidly launched a large amount of investment for exploitation and utilization. As a 

series of disasters that cannot be underestimated have been caused by disorderly development, many 

professionals have carried out detailed research on marine resources development and ecological 

protection. Since the sustainable development of the ocean means that of human beings, the 

development of the ocean should be promoted simultaneously with the protection of the marine 

ecosystem. Nevertheless, the majority of researches have been carried out from one perspective, such 

as a certain resource or ecological environment, while researches on the development of marine 

resources and marine ecological protection are expected to be carried out from a systematic 

perspective. As a huge and organic multivariate dynamic system, the ocean assumes powerful 

self-repair and purification functions, with a large amount of renewable and relevant resources in it. 

Hence, sustainable development and ecological protection has to be taken as the primary premise in 

the exploitation and utilization of marine resources, so as to ensure the sustainable development of 

mankind. 
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2. Current situation of exploitation and utilization of marine resources in China 

Since ancient times, the exploitation of marine resources has mainly focused on fishing and collecting 

marine living resources, obtaining salt by evaporating brineand navigating on the sea. In view of the 

increasing shortage of energy at home and abroad in recent years, as an energy treasury, there are also 

abundant renewable energy resources in the ocean such as marine wind energy, tidal energy, wave 

energy, temperature difference energy, salt difference energy except for a large number of mineral 

energy, which has attracted the attention of energy developers and led the main direction of current 

energy development to marine energy development. Apart from a variety of energies, the ocean also 

contains multifarious other resources [2]. With the gradual improvement of scientific and 

technological level in the exploitation and utilization of marine resources in the world, the economic 

value of marine resources is becoming increasingly highlighted. 

2.1. Overexploitation of marine resources  

Since many years ago, the over-exploitation of marine organisms has actually existed in China. In 

ancient times, the fishing of marine organisms was limited to fishing and shellfish-picking activities, 

while modern fishing methods are demonstrating increasingly mechanized and on a large-scale. There 

is also the emergence of highly destructive and predatory ways such as fishing with explosives. 

Large-scale fishing results in the failure of marine communities to regenerate within the effective 

cycle, which leads to the sharp reduction of marine species, the deterioration of living conditions, the 

gradual disappearance of rare species, the significant reduction of large-scale fisheries and the obvious 

decline or even depletion of fishery resources. In this way, fishermen's lives in the future will be 

seriously affected. 

2.2. Irrational exploitation of marine resources 

In recent years, the irrational and disorderly exploitation of marine resources has become increasingly 

severe in china. For example, failing to strictly conforming to the regulations in the utilization of the 

ocean, some local governments conduct land reclamation, sea-filling and even block the circulation of 

sea water, which has caused serious damage to the marine ecosystem. Among them, the most 

vulnerable are coral reefs, mangroves, casuarina equisetifolia shelterbelts on sandy coasts in the south 

and wetlands in estuaries, which are parts of marine resources easy to be damaged. In addition, other 

impacts include the dramatic shortening of coastlines, the dramatic decline in marine life and even the 

endangerment of some rare species due to their lack of habitat. Whereas, the damage to marine 

resources caused by such actions as reclamation will take a period of time rather than immediate 

manifestation, while the exploitation and utilization of resources such as coastal engineering 

construction and submarine sand extraction will also aggravate the degree of damage to the coastline. 

The irrational and disorderly utilization of the ocean will cause serious harm to the sustainable 

development of marine resources. 

2.3. Pollution of marine resources due to exploitation and utilization 

Petroleum pollution is regarded as the most harmful pollution source in the exploitation and utilization 

of marine resources. In the process of exploitation, refining and transportation of petroleum and its 

derivatives, accidental leakage in the sea will form an oil film on the surface of sea water, which will 

not only prevent sunlight from reaching the seabed but also seriously affect the photosynthesis of 

animals and plants in the water due to the lack of sunlight so that animals cannot eat, grow and 

reproduce normally. The harmfulness and toxicity of petroleum and its petrochemical products will 

also cause corrosion and damage to seawater, marine organisms, marine engineering and even human 

beings. Pollution of the ocean will destroy the ecological balance of the ocean area, deteriorate the 

whole marine environment. As a result, a vicious circle will be formed. In view of the variety of 

potential dangers in the ocean, when improving the utilization rate of marine resources and increasing 

economic benefits, we should pay due attention to the marine environment, promote low-carbon 

development, actively cultivate people's awareness of low-carbon life, remind people to reduce the 

discharge of domestic sewage and change their way of life, so as to achieve the rational exploitation 

and utilization of marine resources by adhering to the concept of low-carbon development. 
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In the process of exploiting and utilizing marine resources, another behavior that can cause pollution is 

mariculture. With the rapid development of the aquaculture industry in the past 30 years, some people 

in certain areas who merely pursue economic benefits violate relevant regulations and develop 

aquaculture too intensively, which has led to the increasingly serious self-pollution of aquaculture 

industry. In order to maximize economic benefits, an increasing number of aquaculture farmers put in 

excessive amounts of bait and antibiotics, while the aquaculture objects also produce a large number 

of excreta which will cause serious eutrophication of the water body, thus greatly enhancing the 

incidence of red tide by facilitating the growth and reproduction of toxic organisms such as red tide in 

the aquaculture area. As an extremely dangerous phenomenon, except for the harm to the marine 

environment, marine fisheries and mariculture, serious red tide will also pose threats on human health. 

3. Analysis of problems and reasons existing in the exploitation and utilization of marine 

resources and marine ecology protection 

3.1. Analysis of the problems and reasons encountered in the process of overexploitation and 

overutilization 

In order to solve the problem of overfishing, a series of measures have been implemented by the 

government, including the adoption and formulation of rules on marine fishing relating to overfishing 

and seasonal fishing, the introduction of regulations on fishing suspension in summer, reproduction 

and releasing, the enhancement of management of environmental problems around the oceans to 

ensure the maximum protection of marine resources and the surrounding environment, as well as the 

constant increase of people's awareness of environmental protection of marine resources and the 

marine environment by strengthening publicity. Despite the fact that these measures do provide more 

opportunities for sustainable development of marine organisms, the effect is not as obvious as 

expected because fishermen are driven by benefits. Those fishermen who live by fishing are most 

concerned about their actual benefits rather than whether their overfishing will damage the sustainable 

development of marine resources. The only thing they are sure of is that the more they catch, the more 

economic benefits they will get. Or simply because of the pressure of life. The less the resources are, 

the more unscrupulous people will be. Given that the total amounts of marine resources are certain, the 

more seriously marine resource have been damaged, the more dangerous marine ecology will be. 

3.2. Analysis of problems and reasons in exploitation and utilization 

It has been found through the survey that for all that the seawater under China's jurisdiction presents 

slight pollution, the coastal waters demonstrate serious pollution, ecological environment deterioration 

and frequent natural disasters, which leads to a significant reduction in marine living resources. The 

major reasons of these phenomena include reclamation of beaches and direct discharge of land-based 

and sea-based pollutants. In recent decades, the protection of marine resources and the marine 

environment have been lacking in China. The development of marine economy and the acquisition of 

wealth from the sea have been emphasized, while the protection of marine resources and marine 

ecological environment has been neglected. Irrational land reclamation, sea-filling, overfishing and 

vigorous development of heavy industry aiming at rapid economic growth have resulted in a large 

number of untreated industrial and domestic sewage which were directly discharged into the sea and 

caused serious pollution of the sea water in offshore areas, which has seriously affected the normal 

habitat and reproduction of marine organisms. In serious areas, there has even been a sharp decrease in 

fishery resources and the abandonment of beach farms, which poses a threat to the natural ecosystem 

and the living environment of residents. 

With the increasingly improvement of living standards and the progress of information as well as 

science and technology since the reform and opening up, the level of marine science and technology 

has also been significantly enhanced, which is conducive to people to obtain more considerable 

economic benefits through the greater exploitation and utilization of marine resources. However, due 

to immature management and regulations, there are a series of problems arising in the exploitation and 

utilization of marine resources, such as overexploitation, irrational development and marine pollution, 

which seriously affects the sustainable development of marine resources. In spite of the existence of 
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traditional concept of local protectionism and pedantic land economy, unlike land resources, marine 

resources are mobile. On condition that the marine resources of a certain area are over-exploited, 

irrationally developed or polluted, in addition to the destruction of the marine ecological environment 

in this region, the ecological environment in other regions will also be harmed to varying degrees, 

which is regarded to be one of the crucial factors leading to the unstable relationship between the 

marine areas and regions. 

3.3. Analysis of the problems and reasons in the management of the exploitation and utilization of 

marine resources 

The complexity of marine resource management is determined by its natural and social attributes. At 

present, the planning and management of marine resources in China are carried out in line with their 

attributes and industries for exploitation and utilization and according to the fields and departments, 

which is an extension of the management functions of the exploitation departments of various land 

resources [3]. From the perspective of their own interests, the exploitation departments of various 

resources ponder over the exploitation and planning of marine resources and believe that this will 

ensure the comprehensive advantages and potential of marine resources can be fully developed. 

However, as a dynamic and huge ecosystem different from the terrestrial ecosystem, marine resources 

of various types are interdependent and interact in the process of exploitation [4]. 

Faced with the serious impact of a series of problems in the exploitation and utilization of marine 

resources on their sustainable development, some countermeasures have been adopted by the relevant 

administrative departments of China. Despite that there was no relevant marine management 

organization at the beginning of the exploitation and utilization of marine resources, after years of 

development, the marine management organization has experienced the stages from scratch to 

integrated management. However, the establishment of relevant administrative bodies and the 

distribution of related rights are not perfect enough at present. In the management of marine affairs, 

China's ocean management institutions are gradually found to be lack of departments with high 

authority and comprehensiveness. In the distribution of management power, the most unreasonable 

phenomenon existing in the management system of marine resources is the decentralization and 

overlap of management institutions, which exerts a serious impact on the exploitation and utilization 

of marine resources and will lead to the vague allocation of management system in the ecological 

environment protection. When problems arise in marine management, various departments shift blame 

on each other while the damage to marine resources fail to be fully taken into account, which will 

inevitably lead to the destruction of the marine resources and the possible impact on the marine 

ecosystem. 

4. Necessity of marine ecological protection 

4.1. Prerequisites for the protection of marine ecology and the exploitation of marine resources 

As one of the current concepts of economic development, the sustainable development of marine 

resources through the implementation of marine ecological protection is considered as a low-carbon 

development model, which is recognized as an essential direction in the development of national 

economy. With the decline of global forest coverage, the massive consumption of mineral energy and 

the emission of tremendous harmful gases, the acceleration of air pollution and climate warming, the 

destruction of the marine environment and the deterioration of the global environment, the new 

concept of low-carbon development has been put forward by the international community in response 

to the demand of human survival [5]. The concept of low-carbon economy has been identified as a 

major and new development direction by the international community. Since marine resources, 

especially marine renewable resources, are currently the most abundant resources in the world, we are 

expected to achieve a full understanding of their significance. Considering that the severe destruction 

of marine ecosystem will be a great challenge to the survival and development of human beings, the 

exploitation and utilization of marine resources have to be carried out reasonably, which, except for 

being able to guarantee a favorable living environment for more marine organisms, is also conducive 

to the effective solution of the problems including resource scarcity and serious environmental 
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pollution. Therefore, the concept of sustainable low-carbon development has to be upheld in the 

exploitation and utilization of marine resources, while the necessity for marine ecological protection 

shall be highly emphasized. 

4.2. Marine ecological protection is conducive to the promotion of international competitiveness 

In developing and utilizing marine resources, we should adhere to the concept of marine ecological 

protection and establish a low-carbon model of marine development, which is conducive to enhancing 

international competitiveness. Historically, as the earliest place where life was conceived, the ocean 

occupies nearly 71% of the earth's total area. Therefore, the protection of marine ecological 

environment is the most vital link to protect the global ecological environment, while the state of 

ecological environment maintenance will exert direct impact on the survival and development of 

human beings. Besides abundant marine organisms, there are also a large number of oil, gas and 

mineral resources in the huge marine resources, which are closely related to the production and life of 

human beings. The destruction of marine resources will not only damage the living environment of 

marine organisms, but also seriously affect human life [6]. With the increasing concern on the research 

and development of marine resources nowadays, in addition to strengthening the development of new 

energy sources, people have also carried out a series of studies on ocean currents, thermal gradients 

and tides, which will affect the researches on new energy sources of human beings. With an in-depth 

understanding of the significance of marine resources, Li Guoqiang once said that, the limited land 

resources would be no longer meet the demand of human survival and development in the current 

situation of large population growth, the importance of marine resources is expected to be fully 

recognized to achieve human beings’ better survival and a favorable living environment. For all that 

the exploitation of marine resources is merely in the primary stage and only a small part of the vast 

marine resources are exploited, the enormous economic wealth has been brought to the state and 

society. Therefore, the sustainable exploitation and utilization of marine resources on the premise of 

protecting marine ecology is a low-carbon development model, which will be conducive to the 

enhancement of China's competitiveness in the international community. 

4.3. The only route of social development 

Rather than being put forward merely in light of the current situation, the establishment of an 

ecological concept of marine protection in the exploitation and utilization of marine resources is also a 

matter of human survival in the future. The sustainable development of marine resources is closely 

related to the destiny of the whole nation and is considered as the basis of sustainable economic and 

social development. Promoting the coordinated development of land and sea industries, strengthening 

the integrated protection of land and sea ecological environment as well as achieving the coordinated 

and efficient utilization of land and sea resources are the guarantee for the healthy development of 

society, while we have no right to deprive or impair the rights of future generations to enjoy marine 

resources. Through strengthening marine education, drawing up national education development plan 

for marine knowledge and ecological protection as soon as possible, organizing experts and scholars to 

compile teaching materials and popular readings for marine education at various levels and types, we 

can enable marine education to enter schools, teaching materials and classrooms, as well as promote 

universities and research institutions to speed up the construction process of marine education 

disciplines. The development of marine resources and the protection of marine ecosystem should be 

promoted jointly through the education of marine resources and the protection of marine environment 

from early childhood, the persistence of the concept of sustainable development, the adherence of 

low-carbon development and the cooperation with relevant departments of marine resources. 

5. Suggestions on the exploitation and utilization of marine resources and marine ecological 

protection 

It is required that in the development of marine resources and marine ecological protection, we should 

adhere to the concept of ecological protection in the exploitation and utilization of marine resources. 

While in developing marine economy obtaining economic benefits through the development of marine 

economy has to be based on the concern for marine resources and marine ecological environment. 
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Only when the development of marine resources and the protection of ecosystem are upheld 

simultaneously can the comprehensive strength and international competitiveness of China be 

fundamentally enhanced [7]. 

5.1. Improvement of integrated management mechanism 

Apart from the establishment of national marine legal systems and the improvement of relevant 

comprehensive marine management laws and regulations, the marine environmental quality standards 

and marine biodiversity protection standards should be continuously improved in the process of 

marine management. Local marine policies should be established and rigorous training centers might 

be set up to regularly conduct training for officials lacking management experience in coastal and 

island areas to enhance the law enforcement capacity of local marine management; Marine-related 

coordination and management structure should also be established to strengthen the monitoring 

capacity of marine resources exploitation and utilization as well as the law enforcement and 

management system of marine resources; A reasonable marine resources detection system should be 

set up to monitor marine living resources, marine ecosystems and sea level changes in offshore areas 

in real time, so as to provide timely feedback on changes in the ocean; The evaluation system for the 

sustainable development of marine resources is proposed to be established, which will enable relevant 

departments to make decisions on whether to approve the development projects of marine resources by 

referring to the relevant data in the evaluation system. It is required to assess the situation of the ocean 

from the whole region and then to formulate a comprehensive plan for the exploitation and utilization 

of marine resources based on the situation of each region. In addition, the possible impacts of certain 

man-made or natural disasters on marine resources should also be taken into account so as to achieve 

the continuous improvement and perfection of an integrated management system. 

5.2. Protection of marine living resources 

As the key part of the ocean, the protection of marine living resources is considered to be the 

protection of marine resources to a large extent. It is suggested that plans for the protection of marine 

living resources should be formulated, cooperation with neighboring countries should be strengthened, 

integrated management of marine biological resources should be enhanced, diversity of marine 

resources should be protected, management of marine fishery resources should be strengthened, 

marine aquaculture resources should be vigorously developed, the convenience of science and 

technology should be made use of to achieve continuous improvement of the aquaculture level of 

high-quality varieties, new aquaculture varieties to be continuously cultivated, investment in 

technology to be increased and high-yield and low-consumption aquaculture technology to be 

developed [8]. In addition, the protection of marine living resources requires the strengthening of 

national macro-control, the rational exploitation of marine fishing resources, the reasonable evaluation 

of the sustainable development of marine fishing for marine resources in the exploitation and 

utilization of marine resources, as well as the continuous rational adjustment of various laws and 

regulations in accordance with data provided by the evaluation system. Enhance fishermen's 

awareness of marine living resources protection. Actively encourage them to participate in the 

sustainable exploitation and utilization of fishery resources and strengthen the legalization of fishery 

resources management. Protect certain rare marine natural resources through the establishment of 

marine nature reserves. Protect marine ecosystems, including biological and ecological areas of great 

research value, as well as establish special marine conservation areas. 

5.3. Protection of marine environment 

Aiming at protecting the marine environment, it is firstly required to conduct control over the land 

pollution, including actively controlling the pollution of land-based pollutants to the marine 

environment, continuously evaluating the level of marine discharge from coastal sewage outlets, 

adopting sewage treatment measures to strictly control the sewage discharged into rivers and oceans as 

well as ensuring that all sewage has been treated before discharging. Minimize the discharge of 

pollutants which may cause eutrophication or red tide in the sea due to enrichment, encourage farmers 

to reduce the use of pesticides and fertilizers, prohibit the use of fertilizers and pesticides that may lead 
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to severe pollution to land resources, control the discharge of pollutants and certain pollution activities 

at sea, require people working at sea to take timely measures to protect the living areas of rare 

organisms when confronting dangers, protect the living areas of rare organisms, actively assess the 

impact of the use of oil and gas on sustainable development, strictly prohibit dumping or incineration 

of dangerous goods at sea, continuously improve the detection system of marine environmental 

pollution and carry out timely adjustment to the unreasonable systems.  

5.4. Strengthening construction of marine science and technology 

In order to strengthen the construction of marine environmental scientific research system, it is 

necessary to conduct in-depth research on marine biology and other disciplines relating to marine 

protection, continuously develop control technologies for land-based and marine pollutant discharge, 

improve sewage discharge standards and marine ecological nature protection technologies, real-time 

monitor the impact of pollutants on the marine environment, strictly control the occurrence mechanism 

of red tide as well as make prediction. Strengthen the research on marine resources development, 

actively study the environmental capacity and purification capacity of coastline and island areas to 

determine the reasonable development scale, layout and carrying capacity for population of the marine 

industry, real-time monitor the impact of marine exploitation and utilization on marine environmental 

resources, continuously strengthen the protection of marine nature resources, enhance the technology 

of desalination and direct utilization of seawater, strengthen the technological development of marine 

food and drugs, increase the construction of new energy sources and the comprehensive utilization of 

certain resources and products, as well as achieve more rational and greater exploitation and utilization 

of marine resources through intensifying the construction and research of marine science and 

technology. 

5.5. Strengthening international cooperation 

The protection of marine resources also calls for continuous strengthening of international cooperation, 

including active cooperation with other countries in scientific research on marine resources, regular 

training and exchange of technical knowledge with foreign countries, joint formulation of action plans 

on ecological environment detection and protection with neighboring countries, as well as achieve 

joint protection and management of marine ecological resources through positive benefits. Achieve 

common progress in marine resources development and protection with other countries by actively 

utilizing international aid funds to develop marine science and technology and share information on 

marine development. 

6. Conclusion  

From the perspective of sustainable development of marine resources, this paper advocates that the 

ecological view, future view of sustainable development as well as the responsibility of great powers 

should be adhered to in the process of marine exploitation and utilization. Except for satisfying the 

demand of social life and development through appropriate exploitation and utilization of marine 

resources, the demands of future lives or people of other countries should also be taken into 

consideration. The exploitation and utilization should be based on the premise that it does not affect 

the lives and production of future generations or people in other countries. As an irresistible trend of 

the times and the inevitable requirement of human’s pursuit of a better life, the exploitation of marine 

resources and the protection of marine ecology are the necessary route to achieve the sustainable 

development of China's marine economy and the construction of a maritime power, as well as the 

requirement of strengthening cooperation among coastal countries, promoting the globalization of 

marine economy and the construction of the community with a shared future for mankind under the 

"One Belt And One Road" initiative. Covering the production mode, lifestyle and values of human 

beings, the exploitation of marine resources and the protection of marine ecology should be regarded 

as an extremely feasible mode of development. 
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Abstract. Earth does not have an equal distribution of energy sources. Electricity performs a 

major contribution in the socio-economic improvement and national development of nation. 

Energy is essential for all financial exercises. In 2008 the government of Pakistan paid almost 

9 billion USD to fulfill the energy demand by importing the crude oil. After this Pakistan‟s 

national economy effected badly. Now Pakistan is facing and going through its most bad 

period of energy crisis. The sustainability of the energy sector is directly proportional to the 

economic sustainability of the country.  The important task of this paper is to highlight the 

perspective of renewable energy in Pakistan. This paper contains the current situation and 

future plans of renewable resources like Solar, Wind, Hydel, Biogas, Geothermal energy. The 

total current capacity of operational projects is solar 100 MW, Wind 308 MW, Biogas 145 

MW, 98 MW micro hydel. While the many projects are in different stages of the development 

like solar 856MW, wind 1146 MW, biogas 297 MW and micro hydel 2638 MW. This paper is 

also presenting the review about the renewable energy resources potential available in the 

country that is not exploited yet for the steady and reliable energy supply. This paper contains 

the information regarding the renewable energy which will be helpful for the government as 

well as for the stake holder of private sector, those who wants to invest in Pakistan for the 

renewable energy. The renewable energy resources are abundant and have great potentials that 

shows, Pakistan can minimize the energy gap between demand and supply in the future and 

overcome the energy crisis. This paper will be helpful for the government as well as the stake 

holders of national and international level. 

1. Introduction 

In this era of globalization the demand of energy is increasing rapidly.  Energy performs a major role 

in the advancement of country. The dependency of countries on electricity indicates us that the energy 

will be the biggest problem in coming years so we must find some alternative sources that fulfill over 

energy demands. Pakistan is a developing country and requires more energy to fulfill the requirement 

of households, industrial and agricultural needs. Pakistan is facing the worst problem of energy 

shortage and going through the periods of energy crisis. The energy crisis in Pakistan is due to the lack 

of planning for the future development at country level. It will be great referred to reality that the 

technological and the industrial advancement is heavily depends upon the fossil fuel. The major 

portion of energy all over the world still relies on the fossil fuel. According to (Odum and Odum 

2001), the world is running on 60 % non - renewable resources. “It‟s expected that worldwide energy 

demand will be increase by two thirds in 2001-2030 (IEA, 2002a).” These conventional energy 

resources have not huge reservoirs and these reservoirs are decreasing day by day because demand of 

energy increasing with the rate of advancement and the rate of population as well. These reservoirs 

will not last very long.“It is predicted that fossil fuels can only meet the world's energy demand just 

for three decades more (IEA, 2002a).” Because of the excessive use of non-renewable energy 

resources the climates changes rapidly, which is mainly caused of global warming by the emission of 

greenhouse gas emission from energy generating systems. 
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For energy Pakistan uses conventional sources highlighted below. 

1.1. Conventional ssources: 

a. Thermal Energy 

 Coal 

 Oil 

 Natural Gas 

b. Nuclear Energy 

1.2. Renewable energy and primary energy consumption in Pakistan 

Pakistan has enormous resources of renewable energy that can be used for the generation of electricity. 

The northern areas of Pakistan have huge ranges of mountains and glaciers that can be used for the 

hydropower projects of different sizes. Following 1970‟s oil crisis, the issues from claiming "security 

of vitality supplies" and "sustainable utilization of vitality sources" need get exceptionally imperative 

approach issues. Starting with then, the issue of using alternative source of energy becomes very 

popular and the non-oil producing countries and the developed countries faced the immense supply of 

oil problem. At that time they created a financial recession in all over the world by raising the oil 

prices. After the green rising movement the agenda of environmental problem was become dominant. 

As far as the fossil fuels are concerned its still important in the world as main energy supplier. The 60% 

of the total energy comes out from fossil fuels. The utilization of fossil fuels is more than the earth 

capacity to generate it. So, the reservoirs of oil are depleting out exceptionally quick and it is 

anticipated that, “the remaining reservoirs can only meet the world's energy demand just three decades 

more (IEA, 2002a)”. In addition, the environmental issue that is caused of non-renewable energy 

resources is another huge peril with in future. Along with environmental issues, climate alters too 

made financial and social misfortune. Since of these reasons, the energy generation from renewable 

resources has been picked up in the energy policy agenda [1]. 

Pakistan has huge potential and resources of renewable and non renewable energy sources, which are 

unexplored. So, as a result fossil fuels cannot meet the demand of electricity; the price of per unit is 

almost 12 to 18 PKR per unit. Moreover, very huge part of the rural areas and villages didn‟t have the 

facilities of electricity because either its cost is too high or these areas are too far from the national 

grid and the country is facing the huge problem of economy because of electricity shortage. If we 

consider the Pakistan textile industry it is also affected badly.  

In current energy supply of country the ratio of Oil is (30%) and gas is (48.5%). Pakistan is full of 

natural resources, but the resources that are reasonable, affordable, reliable and have shining prospect 

to be assumed commercially are(Solar (PV, thermal), Water (mega & local macro-micro-hydel), Wind, 

Wastes/Biomass (animal waste) and Geothermal energy. The conventional resources cannot fulfill the 

demand of energy in the country. Pakistan is not a developed country and has the issue of economy as 

well. Therefore, the development is very important in this field to meet the challenges of the country. 

[2] 

1.3. Potential of renewable energy resources and current  development status in Pakistan 

1.3.1. Solar power 

The energy which obtained from the sun radiation is known as Solar Energy. Solar Energy is classified 

into two categories first one is “solar photovoltaic (PV)” and second one is “solar thermal 

conversion”. In solar photovoltaic (PV) the PV cell directly convert radiation into heat. This 

procedure is not new one. People are using solar radiation for heating, cooking, drying animal skins, 

clothes, drying crops, evaporating seawater for extracting salt from years. In community level people 

using PV cell for vaccine refrigeration, heating water, purification and rural electrification. Pakistan 

government gives the Solar Photovoltaic plate to the students of schools that convert directly sun 

radiation into electricity. The second type is “solar thermal conversion”, In solar thermal 
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conversions; the thermal collectors generate a stream by heating the liquids and works like a standard 

stream turbine. Solar energy has picked up acknowledgement around the worlds; this innovation is 

encountering a stunning development. According to European Photovoltaic Industry Association 

(EPIA)[3], over the last decade, the solar photo voltaic (PV) has seen the most noteworthy 

development of 28%. According to economic Survey 2017-18 revealed that Pakistan‟s installed 

capacity to generate electricity has surged up to 29,573MW by February 2018 which stood at 

22,812MW in June 2013, showing the growth of 30 percent [4] We may be racing down the pathway 

towards a 100% renewable electricity future, but when it comes to heating, cooling and transport, we 

are coasting along as if we had all the time in the world. Sadly, we don‟t. [4]” 

The total potential of solar power in Pakistan is 2.9 million MW. Pakistan has the 9 hours of sunshine 

per day is real condition for solar power generation [5]. Pakistan is located in the sunny belt and 

luckily has high irradiance of sunshine and high insolation level by which can get high advantages of 

solar technologies. According to the solar mapping survey of National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

(NREL), USA in collaboration with USAID, Pakistan has ideal conditions for Solar Potential as 

shown in figure 1. 

 
 

Figure.1. Ideal for Solar Energy [6] 

 

Pakistan can take advantages and improve the condition of people living in rural areas. According to 

the calculation approx. 40,000 remote villages can be electrified by using the solar energy [7]. Those 

areas where the installation of transmission lines is expensive solar energy can be used. Solar 

technologies have broad scope like on grid and off grid applications as mentioned below . 

 Electricity to Villages 

Those villages that are so far from the grid and it will be very expensive and not feasible to 

extend the grid toward these areas. These villages are the best candidates for  the solar power 

energy system. These houses are almost 40,000 [7].  

 Solar Pumps  

Solar pumps have wide and open market for the investment in Pakistan. Because there is only 

22% of people have excess to natural gas. 

 Solar street lights 
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Pakistan has total street lights of over 500,000, which used almost 40 MW power. It‟s a very 

good that we replace these lights with solar lights for saving the electricity.  

 Solar fans 

Solar fan is very helpful and reliable for those who haven‟t the excess of electricity. 

 Power project using solar thermal conversion technology 

Solar thermal conversion technology is pretty similar with the steam turbine. In steam turbine 

the coal or oil is used in the furnace for making the steam but in solar thermal conversion the 

sunlight used for the heating the water to make the steam.  

Pakistan has five provinces and every province has the huge potential of solar energy. The average 

irradiance in Pakistan is about 200 to 250 Watt per meter square (W/m^2) per day over a plain surface. 

The sum is 1.9 to 2.3 MW hour per meter square(MWh/m^2)[8]. 

In 2003, Pakistan established Alternative Energy Development Board (AEDB) is the sole representing 

agency of Federal Government [9]. Pakistan governments start so many small and mega projects like 

this. The mega Project started by Government of Pakistan (GOP) first one of this type, which will 

produce electricity from photovoltaic (PV) solar on commercial basis. Quaid-i-Azam is the mega 

project is which based on  solar energy, the capacity of this project is to produce the 100MW in start, 

However this capacity will be increased up to 1000MW with the cooperation of public and private 

sector [8].Quaid-i-Azam solar plant, look for to attain the socio-financial success and sustainability for 

the country, for the planet, a higher and for the much better future [9]. 

1.3.2. Wind power 

Wind is created as a result of monster convection streams within the earth‟s environment, which is 

driven by the heat energy from sun. It‟s implies that kinetic energy in wind is a resource of renewable 

energy, the wind turbines captures the kinetic energy and convert into mechanical energy and used for 

power generation. Wind is a type of solar energy, so until the sun exists the wind will exist as well. 

Wind energy contributes in the total electricity production in the country of almost 0.1% [10]. 

According to the survey China and India have fourth and fifth place in the largest installation of wind 

turbines. China and India has almost 45,000 MW (megawatt) potential of wind energy and much 

larger surface area while Pakistan has 50,000 MW (megawatt) wind potential. Pakistan luckily has 

everything which most of the countries donot have, like the wind speed is very high near Islamabad 

the wind speed is from 6.2 to 7.4 m/s (between 13.8 and 16.5 miles per hour). The range of wind near 

Karachi is between 6.2 and 6.9 (between 13.8 and 15.4 miles per hour) [11]. 

The two province of Pakistan, Balochistan and Sindh have enough potential of wind energy. Because 

at there exist a corridor between Gharo and KetiBandarthat could alone produce between 40,000 MW 

to 50,000 MW of electricity. In recent years, the government of Pakistan has completed numerous 

projects that proves the potential clearly and practically of wind energy in the country. Just the 85 

micro winds turbines are installed in Mirpur Sakro which gives electricity to 356 homes, 40 small 

turbines are installed in Kund Malir which have the capacity to give the electricity to 111 homes. The 

Alternative Energy Development Board (AEDB) has moreover procured 18,000 acres of land for the 

establishment of more wind turbines [12].“The Chief Executive Officer of the AEDB, Amjad A. 

Awan, stated that the total installed wind energy capacity in the country is currently 255.4 MW, but is 

expected to increase rapidly. Currently 28 projects with a cumulative capacity of 1,396.4 MW are 

under construction, of which nine have achieved financial closure and 14 are under various stage of 

project development. Awan did not give details about the balance 1-1.5 GW capacity that the Board 

expects to be added by 2018[13].”From last few years Pakistan increases the activities in the 

renewable energy field because the short fall of electricity is increasing day by day. So many 

European countries are looking for the investment; they announced plans and they are willing to invest 

in the renewable energy sector. China is the major investor in all sectors of energy in Pakistan[14].  

The Alternative Energy Development Board (AEDB) has great efforts and contribution in the 

development of the energy sector and to minimize the energy crisis of the country. For the collection 

of data, forty-two stations are installed for wind energy potential data in northern areas at different 
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heights including the Swat, Dir, Chitral, Gilgit etc. The northern areas are not very suitable and 

attractive for wind potential energy. In 2007, the yearly Khungi payan power (Dir/NWFP) and 

Shaheed Gali (AJK) was remained 27.49 W/m2 and 208.19 W/m2 and with highest wind speed of 

2.61 m/s and 6.53 m/s respectively [15,16]. These areas are categorized as low potential wind areas 

with respect to coastal areas of Sindh.The coastal areas of Sindh  indicates the high potential of wind, 

“The annual average of  wind speed at 50 m height has given  8.5 m/s, 7.0 m/s, 7.0m/s, 6.7 m/s and 6.6 

m/s at Jamshoro, Katibandar, Nooriabad Thatta and Gharo respectively [17].”The Corridor of Wind of 

the Sindh covers an area of 9700 Sq. Kms. The total potential of Sindh corridor area is 43,000 MW but 

due to the utilization constraints and some other reasons, the area which is available for the production 

of the electricity is estimated more than 11000 MW [18] 

1.3.3. Geothermal energy 

The heat that stored beneath the surface of the solid earth in the form of energy is called geothermal 

energy.  Geothermal has large amount of potential in all the provinces of the Pakistan. However there 

is no exact evaluation about the potential of this source of energy. Geothermal is still one of 

unexplored energy resource for the production of electricity. Pakistan can solve the issues of energy 

crisis at a noteworthy level by using the resource of geothermal resource.  

Pakistan exists in the seismic belt, and majority of the hot springs and mud volcanoes exists in this belt 

of Pakistan [19]. Geothermal energy comprises around the 2% of the renewable energy [20]. The 

natural resources like solar, wind are unlimited, but these resources are expensive resources and 

relatively complex control scheme is required to attain energy for grid stations as compared to 

geothermal energy According to the geologist‟s survey, the structural study confirms that Pakistan lies 

on the junction of tectonic plates, that‟s why it has abundant reservoirs of geothermal energy including 

high, medium, low temperature to support energy sector at a significant level [21]. The continuous 

decaying of 20% fossil fuels and 80% radioactive minerals creates heat inside the earth [22].This 

energy is the best cleanest, reliable, abundant, renewable resource of energy. This resource produces 

less emission of carbon as compared to oil, gas and coal. The best thing about geothermal energy is the 

24 hours availability, while solar can produce electricity in the daylight, wind turbine can produce 

electricity at coastal areas in the favorable wind speed [23].The setup of geothermal energy is 

controlled by the geodynamic and tectonic. The fold belts and plates boundaries, including foreland 

and sub basins, inner deep tensional fracture zones at the anticline axis and the boundaries of graben 

structures, which considered as heat controlling features [24]. This resource is analysed by four ways 

namely hydrothermal, geo- pressured, hot rock, dry rock. Due to the flexibility the foremost 

investigated frame of investigation is hydrothermal resources [25].  

1.3.4. Hydrothermal energys 

Hot springs or steam springs, geysers or fumaroles are types of hydrothermal energy resources which 

are continuously flowing in many areas of the Pakistan. The Northern areas of Pakistan namely Chitral, 

Gilgit, Baltistan and Kashmir have the geothermal resources with the temperature ranging from 80ºC 

to more than 180ºC. There are many hot springs in all the provinces of Pakistan.  

1.3.5. Deep geothermal resources/ enhanced geothermal resources 

The geological, tectonics, the active seismic zones and abundant deep oil and gas well with high 

temperature shows us those deep geothermal resources are available in different   areas that could be 

develop by Enhanced geothermal resources technologies.  These resources can produce approx.  

30,000 MW electricity [26,27]. Pakistan is producing more than 80% electricity by the fossil fuels 

(coal, gasoline, oil). While 15% electricity produced by the solar, wind and hydropower resources. 

Presently the co-produced hot waters from the oil & gas wells are being drained out in dry streams, or 

re-injected in the wells or evaporated after heating using natural gas.The potential of geothermal 

energy is huge in Pakistan, the power generation has been estimated 100,000 MW. 

1.3.6. Biomass 
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For the energy security of future and environmental problems is main driving force to increase the 

utilization of biomass all over the world especially in the developing countries like Pakistan. In the 

renewable energy the developed countries utilize for the energy production for the feedstock of energy 

system is waste streams but the Pakistan and the other developing countries are lagging behind and 

these countries are looking for the correct methods and execution of biomass as an alternative source 

of renewable energy. The total of global energy nearly 18% of  energy comes from the clean energy 

resources including solar, wind, geothermal, biomass and hydropower [28].The developing nations are 

confronting the issue of separate energy crisis driving to antagonistic social and long term financial 

problem [29].From thousands of years the biomass energy has been used as primary source of energy 

for power generation; IEA states that,“biomass as any organic, decomposable matter derived from 

plants or animal available on renewable resource basis [30].”Biomass includes wood, agricultural 

crops, waste and manure and herbaceous [31]. Biomass is mostly used for energy; in 2014 the biomass 

contributes 10% total global supply of primary energy [32]. In the future the use of biomass energy 

increases up to reach 3000 TW h by 2050 [33]. 

Pakistan‟s 62% of total population lives in the villages and rural areas [34]. The major population of 

Pakistan‟s directly or indirectly involves with the agricultural profession. The traditional biomass fuels 

like fuel woods, cow dung and agriculture residues are the principal source of energy generation in the 

rural and villages areas[35].Biomass is one of abundant resource which is growing and being used 

with pace. Till now, the 5357 biogas plants have been installed by the Pakistan Council of Renewable 

Energy Technology (PCRET) (with a net generation capacity of 12-16 millions m/day) on a cost 

sharing premise [36]. The Alternating Energy Development Board (AEDB), cooperate with distinctive 

organization from the USA, Denmark and Germany has evaluated the potential of biomass for power 

generation in Pakistan. This estimate shows the potential of 1800 MW biogases and 500 MW from 

waste [37]. So, it‟s true that considering the quality, quantity and availability of the resources is 

nothing in front of the current development [38]. 

1.3.7. Hydro power  

Pakistan‟s Water and Power Development Authority (WAPDA) publish report, Pakistan has potential 

of hydro electric power is 100,000 megawatt (MW) with identified sites of 59,000 megawatt  [39] but 

annual flow of rivers could store just 13%. In 1960 the approx. 70% of the energy generation came out 

from hydel electric power [40].The hydel power is already well established worldwide, 87% energy 

generated from renewable resources comes out from hydel [41].  

Pakistan‟s total capacityof electricity generation is 23,000 megawatt(MW), 6500 megawatt (MW) is 

produced from the hydro, which is 34% of the total capacity of electricity generation [42]. Pakistan is 

facing the worst period of energy crisis because the Pakistan‟s depends upon the fossil fuels. The main 

reason of energy crisis is due to price fluctuation and over dependence on imported fuels for the 

thermal power plant.The country‟s power sector in hydropower was once under pinned in 1991 

accounting for 45% of power generation, but this contribution reduce to 28% due to short term 

planning preferred to thermal power [43].  The public and private sector has installed 300 micro/mini 

hydroelectric plants in the areas but these plants are not connected with national grid [44]. The Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa government took the initiative and installed 1000 micro hydro electric power plants with 

the support of Asian Development Bank. The expected total capacity is 100 MW [45]These power 

plants designed to support rural areas and off -grid communities by giving them reliable and 

affordable electricity. The main Potential sources of hydro power are on the rivers of Indus, Jhelum, 

Chitral and Swat. Some public sectors projects are under construction, include Golen Gol (106 MW), 

Neelum-jhelum (969 MW),Dasu (4320 MW) and “Tarbela Dam” extension under the supervision of 

WAPDA. The Tarbela Dam is located on the river Indus, after fourth extension its capacity will be lift 

up to 4,888 MW from 3,478 MW. The largest earth filled dam in the world is Tarbela Dam [46]. 

Moreover,In 2025 Water and Power Development Authority(WAPDA) has planned to generate at 

least 16,000 MW of electricity from hydel[47]. 

The total micro hydel potential in the Pakistan is 3010 MW as shown in table 1. 
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Table 1. Small Hydro Potential in Pakistan [48] 

 

2. Comparison  of renewable energy potential for South Asian Countries  

Energy is critical directly or indirectly, to the entire process of advancement, development and for the 

survival of the human being. Energy plays an imperative role in the socio-economic development of 

the country.  South Asian countries are blessed with huge potential of renewable energy. The South 

Asian countries are Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Bhutan, Maldives, Sri Lanka and Nepal. 

These countries collectively called as SAARC (South Asian Association for Regional Coorporation). 

SAARC providing the affordable reliable, easily accessible and low to zero carbon electricity in the 

developing countries, this will be the aim of electricity generation in the next decade [49].South Asian 

Countries are taking initiative towards the alternating sources of energy to reducing the 

overdependence on the fossil fuels. These countries have huge gap between energy supply and 

demand, to overcome the energy demand they must going towards renewable energy sources [50]. 

Energy Supply is the major challenge on the street to advancement in the South Asian Nations. 

2.1. Analysis of electricity consumption of South Asian Countries 

2.1.1. Energy consumption of South Asian Countries per capita 

Table 2 shows the comparison of energy consumption of South Asian Countries per capita India have 

the highest consumption of per capita electricity  
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                                  Table.2. Total Consumption of energy per capita [51] 

 

2.1.2. Electricity consumption and uses of SAARC 

Electricity consumption and uses are showed in below table. 

 

 
 

Table.3. Electricity Consumption and Uses [52]  
 

2.1.3. Dependency of SAARC on fossil fuels 

Table 4 shows the how South Asian Countries rely on the fossil fuels for the electricity production. 

Pakistan and India has overdependence on fossil fuels. Five countries have less than 5% of their total 

energy in renewable energy. 
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Table.4. Electricity Production [53] 
 

2.1.4. Renewable energy potential of SAARC 

Table 5 shows the Solar, Hydro, Wind Power potential in South Asian Countries. These resources are 

unlimited if countries use these natural sources and reduce the overdependence on fossil fuels, they 

can provide the cheapest, reliable and affordable electricity to their nation.  
 

 

Table.5. Renewable Energy Potential [54] 
 

3. Agenda of Pakistan Council of Renewable Technology (PCRT) 

In May 8, 2001, The Pakistan Council of Renewable Technology (PCRT) was founded by the alliance 

of National Institute of Silicon Technology (NIST) and Pakistan Council of Appropriate Technology 

(PCAT) [55]. According to the survey almost 85 to 90 % efforts of PCRT are directed towards the 

improvement of existing and cost effective renewable energy resources and remaining 10 to 15 % for 

the new research based concepts and technologies [56]. 
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The main agenda of PCRT is as follows: 

1) PCRT is to do research & development in the field of sustainable energy technologies for the 

county‟s socio-economic development 

2) Promote the existing and new technologies to reduce the gap of energy supply & demand. 

3) The environmental polluting resources replace with the clean energy resources 

4) To promote the research, develop and spread the energy training services or workshops to 

those people, who are not familiar with renewable energy, those who are living in rural areas, 

introduce the new trend of renewable energy among them. 

4. Objectives of Pakistan renewable energy society 

1) For the country‟s development, organize the training workshops, seminars, exhibitions and 

practical projects about the renewable energy. 

2) Reduce the poverty in the farther regions implement the different projects of renewable energy. 

3) To make great strides and develop the market industry of RE. 

4) Public awareness with the help of electronic media like the advertisement etc 

5) Make Evaluation and Monitoring Team, who monitors and evaluates the system program & 

activities that how‟s going and implemented system successfully 

6) PCRT in dominating in research and development of RE, Research institutes can also plays 

vital role by revised the topics and introduce new technologies. 

7) New technologies can be useful source of employment like new technologies needs skilled 

men, services installation and maintenance & operations. 

8) Provide financial incentives to the individual level like India. 

5. Purpose of Study 

The whole above discussion is about that how much the potential of Pakistan has in the field of 

renewable energy. There are so many reasons that is why author wants to write and propose the 

solution. The total population of Pakistan is 201 million [57]. The statistics of Outlook World Energy, 

at least 27% or 51 million peoples of Pakistan haven‟t the excess of electricity . Infect, they haven‟t 

the basic necessities like clean water, refrigerator etc. Pakistan has total 125,000 Villages and almost 

95,000 villages have the excess of electricity and 30,000 villages haven‟t excess. Even some villages 

are connected with grid but they have no reliable excess of electricity and they face the load shedding 

of 10 to 12 hours per day. In Pakistan 50% of the total population living in the rural areas and they are 

using the traditional biogas technique for the cooking purposes. They used the animals dung, fire 

woods and agriculture waste as a fuel. The use of animal dung as fuel for cooking inside the houses 

cause serious health problem. According to the report of WHO [58] death of more than 50,000   

premature occur per year in Pakistan because of the inside air pollution. Especially the children and 

women are affected most. The main purpose of this study is to  highlight the renewable energy 

resources of Pakistan to make them utilize; if the government of Pakistan reduces the over dependency 

on fossil fuels and policymakers make the policies for betterment of the people future than we can 

overcome the electricity shortage which is more than 5GW.There is need to be consider the following 

points :- 

1) Try to rely on the existing natural resources of the Renewable energy.  

2) Give the awareness to the public, provide financial incentives and organize the training 

sessions and workshops about the importance of renewable energy. Public investing so much 
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on the solid fuels, kerosene oil, batteries, LPG, fire woods ,Gas cylinder etc. They can save 

that money if they use the solar heater, solar lights, solar fans etc.  

3) Pakistan government should give the solar power or biomass power to those rural areas where 

the excess of grid is not feasible, they are candidates for solar energy.  

4) Give the awareness about the small biogas plants and provide the opportunities for 

development of the future otherwise Pakistan will be in the top 5 countries with highest 

proportion of people living without the electricity. 

6. Conclusion  

Pakistan has a huge potential in every sector of renewable energy. Its large potential is lies already in 

well established hydro power industry. Pakistan has also enormous potential in Solar, Wind, 

Geothermal and Biomass. The government of Pakistan needs to stop overdependence on fossil fuels 

and accelerate the development towards the clean energy sources. These sources can provide clean, 

cheap, reliable and low to zero carbon electricity, which is helpful for the global environment as well. 

These resources are natural and unlimited. Pakistan is taking several initiatives towards alternative 

source of energy, Alternating Energy Development Board (AEDB) working hard and trying to reduce 

the overdependence on fossil fuels but yet huge unexploited potential remains. Pakistan must generate 

only 10% of energy demand from the renewable resources. If Pakistan use the available renewable 

resources with proper planning and implement the ideas, the country could have surplus energy to 

supply and overcome the energy crisis permanently. In future we can extend our research by providing 

a proper road map for the utilization of renewable energy resources in Pakistan to improve the 

shortage of electricity in our homeland. 
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Abstract. The present study aimed to explore the feedback mechanism of M. aeruginosa under 

the stress of I. pseudacorus L.. by determining the polysaccharide composition and 

microcystins (MCs) synthesis and release of M. aeruginosa through co-cultivation of I. 

pseudacorus L. and M. aeruginosa. The results of our investigation and observation have 

shown that, under the stress of 20 or 40 g/L of I. pseudacorus L., the contents of intracellular 

and extracellular MC-LR, and the intracellular polysaccharide (IPS), the bound extracellular 

polysaccharide (bEPS) of M. aeruginosa increased at first and then began to decrease gradually 

afterwards. And the maximum contents were (71.03±10.20) fg/cell, (0.66±0.07) fg/cell, 

(1.84±0.10) pg/cell, (1.11±0.11) pg/cell and (70.33±8.62) fg/cell, (0.64±0.10) fg/cell, (1.74

±0.17) pg/cell, (0.90±0.12) pg/cell. I. pseudacorus L. had an adsorption-enrichment effect on 

MCs.The content of MC-LR in the roots were (8.37±1.58) ng/g and (4.33±1.31) ng/g when I. 

pseudacorus L. was 20 or 40 g/L, respectively. 

1. Introduction 

In eutrophic water bodies, cyanobacteria "bloom" frequently occur, among which Microcystis 

aeruginosa is the most common dominant population. In the process of growth, M. aeruginosa 

synthesize and secrete two important defensive substances, microcystis (MCs) and polysaccharides 

(PS), which help them adapt to various unfavorable environments, thus making them dominant in 

cyanobacteria [1]. At present, more than 90 MCs isoforms have been identified [2]. The synthesis and 

release of MCs in the cells of M. aeruginosa has important biological significance. For example, MCs 

can not only participate in gene regulation and signal transmission in M. aeruginosa cells [3, 4], which 

helps M. aeruginosa resist the stress of H2O2 [5], but also inhibit other aquatic plants and algae [6, 7]. 

PS is a large molecular substance produced by M. aeruginosa cells. It is divided into extracellular 

polysaccharides (EPS) and intracellular polysaccharides (IPS) and it can help M. aeruginosa cells 

form protective barriers to resist ultraviolet radiation, drought, and et al. [8]. And, EPS can promote 

the aggregation of algae cells in groups, thus helping to form their competitive advantage to a certain 

extent [9]. The existence of MCs also has an impact on the synthesis of PS. Studies have shown that, 

the presence of MCs of appropriate concentrations can activate some polysaccharide synthesis genes 

and promote the synthesis of PS in algae cells [10]. 

At present, the restoration of aquatic plants is an important biological measure to control water 

eutrophication and cyanobacteria bloom [11]. Iris pseudacorus L., an ornamental emerged plant with a 

clear effect of purification, can allelopathically inhibits algae [12]. Therefore, I. pseudacorus L. has a 

broad application prospects in the prevention and control of water eutrophication. Studies have shown 

that, under co-cultivation, the photosynthetic system and anti-oxidase system of M. aeruginosa would 

be affected significantly by I. pseudacorus L. [12, 13]. 
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In this study, the content and composition changes of the defensive substances MCs and PS of M. 

aeruginosa were studied when M. aeruginosa was co-cultivated with I. pseudacorus L.. The 

production and release of MCs and PS and the absorption of MCs by I. pseudacorus L. was analyzed 

to explore the feedback mechanism of M. aeruginosa under the stress of I. pseudacorus L., and 

provide theoretical basis for further elucidation of the allelopathic interaction between I. pseudacorus 

L. and M. aeruginosa.  

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Plants pre-cultivation 

I. pseudacorus L. plants with 20 cm long top shoots were purchased from a local flower market 

(Xiamen, Fujian, China). They were washed with distilled water firstly and then washed with sterile 

water three times. And then, they were pre-cultivated for 5 days with BG-11 nutritional solution[14]. 

M. aeruginosa (FACHB-905) was obtained from the Freshwater Algae Culture Collection at the 

Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and was cultured with BG-11 nutrient 

solution for 1 week to expand in MGC-450BPY-2 intelligent light incubator, with the culture 

conditions were constant temperature and illumination (25±1 ℃, 2000 lx) and light to dark ratio 12 

h/12 h. 

2.2. Experiment design 

The well-grown I. pseudacorus L. plants were selected to be implanted in the glass cylinder with 2 L 

of BG-11 nutrient solution. The final biomass were set to 20 g/L (fresh weight) and 40 g/L (fresh 

weight). Then, M. aeruginosa was inoculated, and the final densities were 1.0×107 cells/mL which 

was set based on the abundance of microcystis in the water of Meiliang Bay and Zhushan Bay in 

Taihu Lake [15]. At the same time, the group without I. pseudacorus L. plants was treated as the 

control group. There were three replicates for each group. Then, the glass cylinders were put in MGC-

450BPY-2 intelligent light incubator for 15 days, and samples were obtained every 3 days. The 

density of M. aeruginosa and the contents of intracellular and extracellular MCs and PS were 

determined. At the end of the experiment, the contents of MCs in the roots were measured.  

2.3. Determination of M. aeruginosa Densities 

Algal solution was shaken uniformly. 5 mL of algal solution was obtained and then was fixed using 10 

µL formaldehyde. M. aeruginosa densities were determined using hemocytometer. Each sample was 

repeated 3 times. 

2.4. Determination of PS contents 

Algal solution was shaken uniformly and then 10 mL of algal solution was obtained. The algal 

precipitate was obtained by centrifugation at 10, 000 × g for 20 min at 4 ℃. 10 mL deionized water 

was added to the algal precipitate and the pH value was modulated to 10 using NaOH solution. The 

mixture was shaken during a 5-hours water bath at 45℃. The supernatant was obtained for the assay 

of the bound extracellular polysaccharide (bEPS) by centrifugation at 10, 000 × g for 20 min at 4 ℃. 

The concentration of bEPS was determined by sulfuric acid-anthrone method. The average bEPS 

content in each algae was calculated according to the algae densities. 0.5 mg / L NaOH solution was 

added to the second algae precipitation. After a boiling water bath for 10 min, trichloroacetic acid was 

added to precipitate the pigment and protein. The supernatant was obtained for the assay of the 

intracellular polysaccharide (IPS) by centrifugation at 10, 000 × g for 20 min at 4 ℃ [16]. 

2.5. Determination of MCs contents 

Extraction of extracellular MCs: 15 mL of algal solution was obtained, and subsequently centrifuged 

at 10000 g for 20 min. The MC-LR in the supernatant was loaded onto solid-phase extraction 

cartridges (Poly-sery HLB, 6 mL/500 mg, CNW), and then was eluted with methanol. 
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Extraction of intracellular MCs: The algal residue, repeatedly being frozen and thawed, was shaken for 

3 h in a thermostatic oscillator after adding 10 mL 75% methanol and subsequently centrifuged at 

10000 g for 20 min. The supernatant was collected into the 500 mL glass beaker. The residue was 

extracted 3 times. The total supernatant was diluted to 250 mL by adding deionized water. The MC-

LR in the supernatant was loaded onto solid-phase extraction cartridges (Poly-sery HLB, 6 mL/500 

mg, CNW), and then was eluted with methanol. 

Extraction of MCs from plant roots: The root was cleaned with deionized water 3 times. 1.0 g root was 

ground in a chilled mortar in 4 mL of 75% methanol, and subsequently treated by ultrasonic 

fragmentation. The mixture was shaken for 3 h in a thermostatic oscillator after adding 6 mL 75% 

methanol and subsequently centrifuged at 10000 g for 20 min. The supernatant was collected into the 

500 mL glass beaker. The residue was extracted 3 times. The total supernatant was diluted to 250 mL 

by adding deionized water. The MC-LR in the supernatant was loaded onto solid-phase extraction 

cartridges (Poly-sery HLB, 6 mL/500 mg, CNW), and then was eluted with methanol. 

Determination of MCs: The MC-LR was analyzed using enzyme linked immunoassay kit (detection 

limit 20 ng/L) (ShangHai HengYuan Biological Technology Co., Ltd, China), on a SpectraMax M2 

multimode plate readers (Molecular Devices, USA). 

All the data were analyzed with SPSS 15.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA) and described as 

mean ± SD. The illustrations were performed with SigmaPlot 10.0 (Systat Sofware, Inc., California, 

USA). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Effect of I. pseudacorus L. on IPS and bEPS contents of M. aeruginosa 

As shown in Fig. 1, The IPS and bEPS contents of M. aeruginosa co-cultivated with 20 g/L I. 

pseudacorus L. showed a trend of first rising and then declining, with a maximum of (1.84 ± 0.10) 

pg/cell and(1.11 ± 0.11) pg/cell, which were 1.12 and 1.98 times more than them of the control group 

during the same period. The contents of IPS and bEPS of M. aeruginosa co-cultivated with 40 g/L I. 

pseudacorus L. also showed a tendency to rise first and then decline, with the maximum values of 

(1.74 ± 0.17) pg/cell and (0.90 ± 0.12) pg/cell, respectively, which were 1.34 and 1.61 times more than 

them of the control group for the same period.  
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Figure 1 IPS and bEPS contents of M. aeruginosa co-cultivated with different I. pseudacorus L. 

biomass 

 

The results showed that, the contents of IPS in M. aeruginosa cells co-cultivated with 20 g/L or 40 g/L 

of I. pseudacorus L. were 1.19 and 1.34 times more than them of the control group on day 6, which 

indicated that the production of PS in M. aeruginosa cells co-cultivated with I. pseudacorus L. was 

promoted significantly sin the early stages of cultivation. Some previous studies have proved that, the 

photosynthetic activity and some enzymes activities in M. aeruginosa cells co-cultivated with I. 

pseudacorus L. were also promoted in the early stages of cultivation [12, 13]. Therefore, it can be 

believed that, in the early stages of cultivation, the allelopathy effect of I. pseudacorus L. on M. 
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aeruginosa stimulated the defense system in M. aeruginosa cells, and the ability of PS synthesis in M. 

aeruginosa cells increased significantly. However, the contents of IPS in M. aeruginosa cells co-

cultivated with 40 g/L of I. pseudacorus L. were reduced by 39.6% compared with the control group 

on day 15, which indicated that, with the extension of the cultivation time, I. pseudacorus L. showed 

allelopathy stress on M. aeruginosa and the production of PS in M. aeruginosa cells was inhibited 

significantly.  

bEPS plays a very important role in the formation of M. aeruginosa colonies [17]. In our experiment, 

the contents of bEPS in M. aeruginosa cells co-cultivated with 20 g/L or 40 g/L of I. pseudacorus L. 

were 1.98 and 1.61 times more than them of the control group on day 6, indicating that in the early 

stages of cultivation, bEPS contents increased significantly. Some previous studies have shown that, 

the photoelectron transmission rates and photosynthesis efficiency in the colonial M. aeruginosa cells 

were higher than them in the unicellular cells [18]. Therefore, in the early stages of cultivation, the 

bEPS contents increased owing to the mass synthesis and secretion of PS in M. aeruginosa cells, 

which would promote the formation of M. aeruginosa colonies, thus maintaining a higher growth rate 

to adapt to the allelopathy effect of I. pseudacorus L.. However, with the extension of the cultivation 

time, I. pseudacorus L. showed allelopathy stress on M. aeruginosa cells. The content of bEPS was 

significantly reduced, which was not conducive to the formation of M. aeruginosa colonies, thus 

resulting in a decrease in the ability of M. aeruginosa to resist I. pseudacorus L. stress. Previous 

studies have showed that, the oxidation damage of M. aeruginosa cells co-cultivated with I. 

pseudacorus L. was serious [12], chlorophyll decomposition and photosynthetic activity has also 

dropped sharply [13]. 

3.2. Effect of I. pseudacorus L. on the synthesis and release of MCs from M. aeruginosa 

As shown in Fig. 2, the contents of intracellular and extracellular MC-LR in M. aeruginosa cells co-

cultivated with 20 g/L of I. pseudacorus L. showed a trend of first rising and then declining, with a 

maximum values of (71.03±10.20) fg/cell and (0.66±0.07) fg/cell, which were 2.39 and 1.99 times 

more than them of the control group during the same period. The contents of intracellular and 

extracellular MC-LR in M. aeruginosa cells co-cultivated with 40 g/L of I. pseudacorus L. also 

showed a trend of first rising and then declining, with a maximum values of (70.33±8.62) fg/cell and 

(0.64±0.10) fg/cell, which were 2.09 and 2.34 times more than them of the control group during the 

same period (Fig. 2). The results indicated that, M. aeruginosa cells could synthesize more MCs in the 

early stage of cultivation in order to adapt to the allelopathy impact of I. pseudacorus L.. Previous 

studies have also showed that, Lemna japonica could significantly increase the contents of intracellular 

and extracellular MCs in M. aeruginosa cells [19]. MCs play an important role in the resistance of M. 

aeruginosa to adverse environment and the acquisition of competitive advantage [1]. Therefore, under 

the allelopathy stress of I. pseudacorus L., M. aeruginosa cells responded to this environmental change 

by synthesizing and releasing more MCs. The higher the plant contents were, the more significant the 

excitating effect was. 
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Figure 2 Intracellular and extracellular MC-LR contents of M. aeruginosa co-cultivated with different 

I. pseudacorus L. biomass 
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The study also showed that, the change trend of MC-LR contents was consistent with that of PS 

contents in M. aeruginosa cells at the early stage of cultivation. For example, the contents of IPS, 

bEPS and intracellular MC-LR in M. aeruginosa cells co-cultivated with 40 g/L of I. pseudacorus L. 

reached the maximum values on the day 6, which was owing to the presence of appropriate 

concentrations of MCs activating some polysaccharide synthesis genes and promoting the synthesis of 

PS[10]. However, the contents of MC-LR decreased gradually with the extension of cultivation time, 

which was owing to that, under the continuously allelopathy stress of I. pseudacorus L., various 

physicochemical properties and photosynthetic system of M. aeruginosa were severely affected [12, 

13], thus inhibiting the synthesis of MCs. In addition, when the allelopathy stress is intensified, the 

dead M. aeruginosa cells increased [12], and the intracellular MCs will be released in large quantities 

[20], resulting in a sharp decrease in the content of intracellular MCs. 
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Figure 3 MC-LR contents in the roots of I. pseudacorus L. co-cultivated with M. aeruginosa 

 

The changes in the content of extracellular MCs depend on a variety of factors, including the release 

of intracellular MCs, adsorption of plants, and natural degradation. The physicochemical properties of 

MCs are relatively stable. The cultivation conditions are consistent throughout the cultivation process, 

and the cultivation time was short. Therefore, the reduction in MCs owing to natural degradation is 

basically negligible. The release of large amount of intracellular will cause a sharp increase in the 

content of extracellular MCs [21], which was not consistent with our research that the extracellular 

MC-LR content decreased gradually. The extracellular MC-LR contents of M. aeruginosa cells co-

cultivated with 20 or 40 g/L of I. pseudacorus L. were only (0.47 ± 0.05) fg/cell and(0.24 ± 0.04) 

fg/cell on day 15, respectively. Therefore, the adsorption by I. pseudacorus L. was an important reason 

for the significant reduction of extracellular MC-LR content. Our results showed that, at the end of the 

experiment, the MC-LR contents were (8.37 ± 1.58) ng/g and (4.33±1.31) ng/g in the roots of 20 and 

40 g/L of I. pseudacorus L. respectively (Fig .3). Studies have shown that, many aquatic plants could 

absorpt MCs. For example, Vallisneria natans seedlings could absorb MC-RR and concentrated the 

MC-RR in the roots [22]. The average concentration of MCs in Eichhornia crassipes was (5. 95 ± 

0.76) ng/g[23], and the amount of MCs accumulated in Lemna gibba can reach 2. 24 µg/g [24]. 

The effects of plants on the content of extracellular MCs in M. aeruginosa cells vary with the change 

in the plant contents. The content of extracellular MC-LR of M. aeruginosa cells co-cultivated with 20 

g/L of I. pseudacorus L. still maintained a high concentration on the day 15, which was 1.74 times 

more than that of the control group during the same period. However, the content of extracellular MC-

LR of M. aeruginosa cells co-cultivated with 40 g/L of I. pseudacorus L. maintained a low 

concentration on the day 15, which was 86.8% of that in the control group during the same period. 

That was because that, the higher the content of plant was, the stronger the allelopathic stress was at 

the later stage of the cultivation, thus reducing the synthesis of MCs. Although the death of algae cells 

and the increase in cell membrane permeability would lead to an increase in the release of MCs, the 

total MC-LR absorded by plant would also increase, thus leading to a large decrease in the 

concentration of extracellular MCs. 
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4. Conclusions 

In the early stages of cultivation, M. aeruginosa adapted to the allelopathy of I. pseudacorus L. 

through two strategies. Firstly, M. aeruginosa cells synthesized and secreted a large amount of PS, 

leading to an increase in the content of bEPS, which would promote the formation of M. aeruginosa 

colonies. Secondly, M. aeruginosa cells produced and released plenty of MCs to respond to this 

environmental change. The higher the plant contents were, the more significant the excitating effect 

was. However, with the extension of the cultivation time, I. pseudacorus L. showed allelopathic stress 

on M. aeruginosa cells, thus inhibiting the synthesis of PS and MCs. The content of bEPS was 

significantly reduced, which was not conducive to the formation of M. aeruginosa colonies, thus 

resulting in a decrease in the ability of M. aeruginosa to resist I. pseudacorus L. stress. And, the 

adsorption by I. pseudacorus L. was one of the main reasons for the significant reduction of the 

extracellular MC-LR content. 
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Abstract. Diclofenac sodium is an extensively consumed non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug 

for certain non-rheumatic diseases and frequently detected at surface water. This work we 

studied the degradation process of diclofenac sodium in an anodic chambers of microbial fuel 

cells. It was found that biodegradation of diclofenac sodium could be achieved in the microbial 

fuel cells, and the removal rate of diclofenac sodium was accelerated after bioelectrochemical 

activity microorganism acclimation. The highest removal rate can reach up to 30.73% after 2 

weeks of operation. The results also showed that weak acid (pH=5.5) condition favour the 

degradation of diclofenac sodium, while low temperature condition inhibited its degradation. 

This work provided a new way to remove diclofenac sodium from wastewater.   

1. Introduction 

Owing to the wide application of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), large amounts of 

NSAIDs were discharged to the environment. NSAIDs are the groups of emerging contaminants of 

extreme environmental concern [1, 2]. Diclofenac Sodium is one such synthetic NSAIDs, mostly used 

in medical care as an analgesic, antiarthritic and antirheumatic [3]. Global usage of diclofenac sodium 

exceeds 900 tons per year, and about 15% of diclofenac sodium is excreted as unchanged after human 

consumption [4]. Extensive usage and stable chemical structure make diclofenac sodium a recalcitrant 

stable environmental pollutant. Diclofenac sodium is always detected at surface water and also in 

drinking water, which causes a great threat to the environment and human health [5].   

Removal of diclofenac sodium has always been an important aspect of research due to the increasing 

awareness about the environment. Bagal and Gogate [6] have reported degradation of diclofenac 

sodium using combined processes based on heterogeneous photocatalysis and hydrodynamic 

cavitation. Sutarn and Rathod [4] have assisted enzymatic degradation of diclofenac sodium using 

ultrasound. Recently, advanced oxidation processes used to degrade of diclofenac sodium have widely 

reported [7-10]. However, high operational costs and slower removal kinetics along with hazardous 

by-products hinder the application of these techniques. 

Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) provide new ways for electricity generation and pollutant degradation 

through metabolism of electrochemically active microorganisms [11]. Our previous study revealed 

that high degradation of sulfamethoxazole is achievable using MFCs [12]. In the present study, we 

explore the possibilities and effect factors of diclofenac sodium degraded by MFCs.  

  

2. Methods and materials 

2.1 Chemicals 

Diclofenac sodiumwas purchased from Aladdin Industrial Corporation. Methanol and formic acid 

(HPLC grade) were purchased from Fisher. 
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2.2 Microbial inoculum and reactor operation 

Two-chamber glass MFC reactors were used in this study. The working volumes of anodic and 

cathodic chambers are all 100 mL. The anode and cathode are all made of graphite felt (6 cm length 

× 6 cm width × 1.0 cm thickness, Haoshi Carbon Fiber Co., Ltd., China) connected with titanium 

wire. Anodic and cathodic chambers were separated by a cation exchange membrane (10.0 cm2, 

Zhejiang Qianqiu Group Co., Ltd., China). The Anodic chamber was inoculated with anaerobic sludge 

and potassium ferricyanide (50 mM, pH 7.0) as an electron acceptor filled in the cathodic chamber. 

The voltages of the reactors were recorded at 5 min intervals by a digital multi-meter.   

2.3 Determination of diclofenac sodium  

Chromatography was performed with an HPLC (LC-20A, Shimadzu, Japan) system at a flow rate of 

220 μL min-1 on a  C18 column (4.6×250 mm, 5μm). Methanol and 0.1% formic acid solution were 

used as the mobile phase.  

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Reactor start up and operation 

Microbes in the biofilm attached to anode play a key role in contaminants biodegradation and 

electricity of MFCs. Figure 1 shows one output voltage cycle of the MFCs fed with NaAc (control) 

and diclofenac sodium with an external resistance of 1000 Ω. As shown in Figure 1, after two months 

of operation, the output voltages of the reactors fed with NaAc and diclofenac sodium was in a steady 

state. BESs are fueled by sodium acetate and diclofenac sodium, and output voltage increases with the 

addition of fuel and decreases with fuel consumption. A stable output voltage of MFCs with sodium 

acetate as the substrate reached 0.57 V, while the diclofenac sodium fuelled MFCs platform voltage is 

just about 0.30 V, which may be related to the microorganisms growth in the biofilm attached to the 

anode which prefer to use sodium acetate as a substrate for electricity generation. 

 

 

Figure 1. Voltage output of MFC with sodium acetate (control) and diclofenac sodium (MFC-DS) as 

substrate. 

 

3.2 Standard curve drawing 

Different concentrations of diclofenac sodium were determined by HPLC. Taking the peak area as the 

abscissa and the diclofenac sodium concentration as the ordinate to draw the standard curve (Figure 2). 

The relationship between diclofenac sodium concentration (C, mg/L) and peak area（x）is shown as 
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C = 0.00004x - 0.1396, and R2 is 0.99997, indicating that the peak area has a good linear relationship 

with diclofenac sodium concentration. 

 

Figure 2. Standard curve of diclofenac sodium concentration 

3.3 Effect of initial concentration on diclofenac sodium degradation 

The initial diclofenac sodium affects the growth of microorganisms on the surface of the anode, which 

in turn affects the biodegradation of diclofenac sodium by MFCs. The removal rate of diclofenac 

sodium at different initial concentrations is shown in Figure 3. The concentration of diclofenac sodium 

in anode chamber gradually decreases with the treatment time. After two weeks of treatment, the 

removal rates were 15.33% and 9.16% for the initial concentrations of 50 mg/L and 60 mg/L, 

respectively. While the removal rate was only 4.96% for initial concentrations of 70 mg/L. High 

concentrations of diclofenac sodium with a lower removal rate may be due to the high concentration of 

diclofenac sodium which inhibits the growth and metabolism of microorganisms in the anode biofilm. 

 

 

Figure 3. Effect of initial concentration on diclofenac sodium degradation. 

 3.4 Effect of pH on diclofenac sodium degradation 

pH is an important factor affecting the growth of microorganisms. To investigate the effect of pH on 

diclofenac sodium degradation, the pH of the anolyte in MFCs was adjusted to 5.5, 7.0 and 8.5. As 

shown in Figure 4, the degradation rate of acid in diclofenac sodium gradually decreased with the 
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increase of pH. After 14 days of treatment, in the case where the anode solution is weakly acidic 

(pH=5.5), the concentration of diclofenac sodium is reduced from 59.68 mg/L to 41.43 mg/L, and the 

removal rate is up to 30.73%; however, the removal rate is only 7.16% under neutral condition 

(pH=7.0), the removal rate dropped to 3.28% under weak alkaline conditions. 

 

Figure 4. Effect of pH on diclofenac sodium degradation  

3.5 Effect of temperature on diclofenac sodium degradation 

Temperature is another important factor affecting microbial growth. We have studied the degradation 

efficiency of diclofenac sodium in MFCs at normal temperature (28℃) and low temperature (4℃). As 

shown in Figure 4, after 14 days of treatment, the concentration of diclofenac sodium is reduced from 

59.98 to 54.48 mg/L at normal temperature, while there is almost no degradation of diclofenac sodium 

in the anode chamber when MFCs are operating at low temperatures.  

 

Figure 5. Effect of temperature on diclofenac sodium degradation 

4.  Conclusions 

This study investigated the possibility of utilizing MFCs to degrade diclofenac sodium. It was found 

that the ability of MFCs to degrade diclofenac sodium was accelerated in the conditions of weak acid, 

high initial concentration and low treatment temperature decrease removal rate of diclofenac 
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sodium. This study offers a feasible low cost and energy recovery choice for the elimination of 

diclofenac sodium in wastewater. 
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